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Global City Review's fall 1995 issue, #6, To Sleep! Perchance to Dream,
takes its title from Hamlet’s famous lament in his “To be or not to
be...” speech. Featuring Edith Chevat’s interview with therapist
Stanley Siegel on his work with gay men and a i d s , and a memoir of
joining the circus by novelist Brooke Stevens, the issue looks at
death, dreams and fantasy, as well as altered states and art-mak
ing...(un)consciousness itself. With poems by Barbara L. Green
berg, Michael O ’Brien, Gerry Gomez Pearlberg, and Barry Wallen
stein about the allure of the stranger, the dangers of night and sleep,
and the very first hour of a psychoanalysis with D.W. Winnicott.
Plus fiction by Patricia Chao, Jenifer Levin and Edward Swift,
exploring the real and invented cultures of Chinese-Americans, the
Israeli army, and a magical land called “Miss Spellbinder’s Point of
View.” Also, Christina Gombar’s profile of the dancer/choreographer Yienan Song. And more.
LIN SEY ABRAMS, EDITH CHEVAT
CHRISTINA GOMBAR

Issue Editors
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Sleep
by Barry Wallenstein
1.
A universe o f dreamers? N o way!
But imagine a little hamlet
at a country crossroads— Yes!

45 people deeply asleep

while the stream flows by
and babbles around the curves a full circle.
The sleepers are garlanded by water;
and the fish are shimmering.

2.
It amazes me
that we have the courage to sleep at all
with sleep’s Cousin hardly resting
how many streets away?
W ith or without pills
I sleep the dreamless sleep o f angels
until I wake into time’s mirror.
The weather changes. A ll afternoon.
The mood dissolves, and downwards.
Thus I lose concentration
on the whole world that I love,
and drift back to sleep, to the danger zone
I won’t name softly, or consider.

l

Mothers of Heroes
by Je n ife r Levin

,

“Glaub nicht das ich werbe.
Engel und wurb ich dich auch!
Du kommst nicht. ”
-Rilke

,

AFTER THE ARM Y I W E N T UP NORTH FOR TALI.

There was this dream I ’d had day after day, while scrubbing oil
drums clean on a miserable desert military base for the Zionist
state: Me, swinging from a Golan apple tree’s branch with a
splash into something wet, the color o f the Mediterranean. Then
the substance coagulated into faintly human forms— her eyes,
her mouth, the secret guarded crevice between her thighs I
hadn’t seen yet, but that surely ran into her sharp and deep.
I went because she’d written she was lonely in the autumn. I
went to woo her.
Americanit, N am it told me, you’re crazy. Pronounced it a h m a r e - e e e - k o n - e e e t , the sound harsh. Listen, stupid, don’t go
there, it’s like a shtetl, small minds in a smaller place. Come to Tel
Aviv. Lots of lesbians live there, more than you think. I ’ve got
phone numbers to call. Parties to go to. It’s what they say in your
country, you know, New York, L.A ., liberated. Forget that bitch,
she’s too old anyway.
But I took buses and hitched rides anyway, hiking from road
to settlement over rock, dusty rubble and air-baked clots of
brush, blinking grit from both eyes, envisioning good, cool
things when the sun’s hard yellow seared too close to my brain.
Sour pine scent mingled with the odor o f grapes, of dust. If you
climbed a tree, balanced on the longest branch o f one and
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reached with your whole arm you’d touch Syrian air over the bor
der. I stopped for a second and fingered her last letter, which was
folded around my belt. Remembering when I had first arrived on
the settlement, quiet and friendless. They grew to like me
because I was strong, could do the work of a man, and offended
no one. Listen, they’d ask after a while, gently teasing, persistent
and curious, why don’t you dance with the men sometimes? You
stand apart always, strange and alone.
It was true. Until Tali sat across from me one night in the dining
hall, silently eating some kind of fish with stewed tomatoes. Later
that evening I went to her place. She served coffee. Watching all the
half-shrewd, half-naive, unspoken things flicker across my face, she
laughed. Her eyes were blue and green and gray mixed together,
features frank, very Ashkenazi, with a full-lipped expressive mouth,
hair bleached by the sun.
You’re funny sometimes, she said. Like a sweet young man, or
little boy.
There was weariness around her eyes and mouth, a tension at
war with her youth— what was she, after all, twenty-seven,
twenty-eight, a few years older than I? Still, the fatigue had set
tled already in gentle lines. It was sometimes softened, some
times ravaged by a sadness that made her unquestionably
mature, without a doubt my senior. A ll this seemed profoundly
womanly. A thudding erupted in my chest. I wanted her before I
ever loved her.
She made us coffee every night that year, talking long into the
sleeting Golan evenings. The coffee was boiled mud; grounds
clogged the bottom of each cup. It had a thick, hot smell, like
some kind of flesh, and she served it to me with square yellow
cookies filled with raisins. She asked why I had no husband, and
when I told her, arched eyebrows, then nodded silently, saying,

(
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Yes, sometimes that’s the way it is. She had gone through such a
phase herself, she said, in adolescence; she and another girl, her
best friend, spent a night making love. But they had grown out
o f it quickly. A ll that was in the past. Later she’d been married
for a while to a man she met in the service. H is name was Dov,
they’d had a son but there was something wrong with the kid—
he was crazy, or autistic or something— after a while the kibbutz
had him institutionalized in Haifa. Then Dov and she had split
for good. Although the divorce was still pending, delayed by
some high religious counsel. He lived with another woman on
another kibbutz in the south, and had lost a leg up in Lebanon.
She visited her son twice a month, returning sometimes with
red eyes and trembling hands. I’d touch her cheek to comfort.
Oh, she’d say, it’s nothing. Ju st a seed gone mad. I ’m supposed to
give babies to my people, you know, Jew ish babies, to fight for
Israel. I’m supposed to be the mother o f as many heroes as possi
ble, obviously, I failed.
“Here, Tali, take!”
The apples dropped to her, dull pink and green. I perched
close to a prickly trunk. Closed my eyes until speckled shade
burned away and I didn’t see her below waiting but felt her full
mouth widening in a grin aimed only at me. There were more
lines now, too, than before, spreading from her lip’s comers,
across her forehead, a burgeoning network o f age. But she’d been
glad to see me. Stiff canvas straps dragged across my shoulders,
sack heavy with fruit.
In my head I’d already descended the tree and dropped to one
knee before her. The motion was so elaborate, so ceremonious,
that at first it seemed mock. But, at the same time, the act made
itself absolutely serious. I spread both arms in hope. W hat would
I say? How lucky I was to be here, before they killed her, too? To
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have this time in which to court her? Her hands would shiver,
momentarily delicate, on the apple’s hard surface. And I ’d say:
Come away somewhere with me, let’s have nothing more to do
with these wars, surely everyone is sick of it by now.
“Tali, let’s go to Jerusalem .”
I opened my eyes and stared down.
“Okay.” She said it a little mischievously, a little uncertainly.
Through white light and shade her hair seemed, for a second, to
have turned suddenly gray. Something brutal webbed her eyes.
They stared back at me, curious, misted by confusion and a dark
weird regret.
The city, like always, loomed suddenly ahead and up through
dusty bus windows, breeze musty with age and at the same time
freshly touched by a hint o f new things, reconstitution, destruc
tion, concrete and pine and olive groves. Arriving just before
Shabbat we were caught in the frantic rush to grab transporta
tion while the sun threatened to set— storm before the calm,
someone in my memory had called it, and the calm is the
Queen— but in the end, whether you wanted to make something
religious of it or not, Jerusalem was just a city, really, lots of peo
ple, stones, air and dust.
W e’d both been quiet on the long ride. I wondering if and how .
I ’d finally make love to her. She— she? Wondering whether or
not she’d let me? or thinking something else altogether, maybe:
about her kid, locked up in that place in Haifa; or if the work
manager would approve her request to move from the orchard to
the laundry.
The apartment belonged to some friend of Tali’s— from her
own army days— who had gone to Beter Sheva for the long week
end and mailed a set of keys. It wasn’t far from the old City. Soon,
after a high-speed taxi ride that ended with sundown, we were

<
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upstairs there, walking over square little imitation Persian rugs,
turning a lamp low, sorting through the miniature refrigerator
for cucumbers, lemons, bread, making salads spiced with dabs of
cheap kosher wine from a half-finished bottle. We sat crosslegged on cushions on rugs on the floor facing each other, very
opposite in appearance. Here we are, she said, with you so dark
from the desert, you look a hundred percent Sephardi. But your
hair’s short— just like a boy.
I thought o f my Turkish ancestors, the one fourth of them or so
who, I imagined, had held out in their hovels and spice market
stalls against all the rape and miscegenation brought by Euro
pean hordes— had held out long enough, at least, to bequeath to
me the near-black curling hair, Asian cheekbones, and skin that
never turned red under the sun, only brown. How different she
was— because so much longer in exile, in a way— the pale eyes
and hair and white German skin containing barely an echo o f all
the dark rich violent excess that had once belonged to us, and to
our people.
We ate cucumbers in lemon juice sprinkled with pepper,
using torn-off hunks o f bread as utensils. She swished wine in her
mouth. Then looked at me with the same odd combination of
curiosity, cruelty, and vulnerability I ’d seen before.
“So. Are you going to love me?’”
Food fell out of my mouth. Panic crushed all desire. I told her I
would try.
Every woman has a different taste to her tongue, her cunt, her
flesh. Tali s was musk, punctuated by a sweat of surprise and her
own short breaths, feeling how fine and smooth and electric silky
skin could feel against skin again, some kind o f cruelty in her sat
ed by nibbling my lips so hard she drew blood, and smeared her
own mouth red. She ran a hand up my shirt, stopping at the soft
protuberance o f breasts, hardening nipples— I was no boy, after
(
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all. When she started to laugh and cry at the same time it made
me feel tender but also somehow mean. I kept my own clothes
on, shirt unbuttoned and feet bare and belt undone, while I
peeled hers off, and kneeling over her on the imitation Persian
rug I toyed with her a little, pretending to examine all the inches
of her nakedness, where the hips were wider and fleshy, inner
thighs trembling, arms thick, breasts marked by the pulling of
an infant’s mouth, eyes shut now in a kind of shame, and the big
delicate womanly hands that teased me too, and, while I fought
for control, threatened to undo me. I held her head still by the
thick fair hair, pulled it back to suck hard on her neck until a red
welt rose, lick her ear until she moaned for real, and when I was
sure that all the laughing had stopped and tears dried, when her
cunt slid along my pants leg leaving wet thick marks, I fucked
her with my hands and mouth fearlessly, shamelessly, sensing
that, for just those minutes, I was no longer so hopelessly periph
eral to things, that in this brief urgency of moments was a way
for us both to be inside something more than just each other, to
fuck our way into belonging, into the insular sealed-off astonish
ing singular loneliness of ourselves and of our people. No, she
said; then, yes; and: My love! My love! Finished! finished! fin
ished!— yelling out loud. When she’d stopped moving so hard,
her breaths came easier, sweat sprinkled her forehead. She sobbed
very gently. Then she pushed me away and out of her roughly,
like I was some unwanted servant, rolled over and began to
crawl, then stood and stumbled to the bathroom.
I lay there on the unfamiliar rug unbuttoned, unbuckled, and I
heard water running. Something in me was crying, too, sending
sporadic silent drops along my face, but I didn’t know what or why.
She bathed a long time. I listened to the sobbing, scrubbing,
splashing. After a while, just the matter-of-fact gush of draining
water.
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She appeared neatly towel-wrapped but still more or less
dazed, leaning against a door jamb. It was as if she’d been
exposed to some disease that only immediate hygiene could
intercept; so she’d scrubbed like a demon until the suspect top
layer of skin was nearly gone, steamed herself sweating and raw.
“Now,” she said, “I ’m afraid.”
“O f what, Tali?”
She shrugged. Then her lips pursed in the burnished perspir
ing face, and her smell wafted my way, clean hair, soap.
“W hat about you? You want me to do that to you?”
“ No, Tali.”
“W hy not?”
“Maybe I’m afraid, too.”
It wasn’t true, and we both knew it. What I wanted, really, was to
maintain whatever thin barrier there still was between us because
the barrier gave me power, a fragile power that might have been
crushed by a breath, or the touch of her tongue. She turned to put
some clothes on. Later, silently, we shared a last sip o f wine, she
smoked a foul kibbutz-issue cigarette that burned as if composed of
dried wood chips, and she fell asleep under a blanket on the sofa
while I lay on the rug, surrounded by half-eaten plates of cucumber
salad and drying crusts of bread. It was cold outside, the way
Jerusalem nights are, and I curled up fetally before dreaming.
I had more a nightmare than a dream— something to do with
my old home in America; I’d had a frustrating, lengthy trip back
through deserts and waters and crumbling mansions, but when I
arrived there was a war, everyone fleeing something terrible, and
I wanted desperately to retrace all my steps but for some reason
this was impossible; so I stood there frozen, while all the pan
icked people passed me by, and, repeatedly, I tried to scream, or
make a sound, but couldn’t. I woke in real physical pain because

( 8)
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Tali was biting my thighs. She had somehow worked my belt off
and the pants down around both knees and was biting the flesh
hard, here and there, making bruises. I grabbed her head but she
didn’t budge. Then for some reason I gave up and just lay back,
silently wanting to cry, locked both hands behind my own head
to cushion it until the knuckles ached, and I let her hurt me. I
hated it, but felt somehow that I deserved it; after all, I ’d helped
her commit abomination. But she stopped biting and starting
licking, sucking, kissing, really emphatically, saying that it had
been too long and now, finally, here was someone she could love.
After a while, I didn’t want to protest.
When we returned from Jerusalem Tali got her transfer to the
laundry, I continued with my old job in the apple orchards, and
we didn’t see each other much. A t first I ’d knock on her door
every evening, like old times. But she wasn’t there, or didn’t
answer. She let me in only once. The coffee was thin, and luke
warm, and she didn’t offer any fruit or cookies. We were quiet for
a while— I, curious and wounded, she fiddling with her kerosene
heater, ignoring me. Finally I got up some courage.
“Tali, what’s with you? Can we talk about things?”
She turned slowly, then slapped my face hard. It was just the
excuse I needed to leave, racing across dark stony ground to my
own little shack where, chest aching with tears that wouldn’t
spill, I cowered under coarse blankets in a metal-frame bed.
After that we never spoke. Once in a while, if I met her in the
dining hall food line, or passed her on the way to pick up some laun
dry, our eyes would meet, briefly, and she’d nod. Several times we
found each other at the roadside bus stop, heading in different
directions. I’d heard through the active, heartless, insatiably nosy
settlement grapevine that things were no longer quite so hopeless
with her son, he’d taken a turn for the better and her presence was

19
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required more often at the institution in Haifa. Increasingly, when I
had free time, I’d leave for N am it’s place in Tel Aviv. I didn’t much
like Namit— and the truth is that neither one of us found any love
in that city, although we found plenty of women who were curi
ous— but she was the one ally I had.
Winter was freezing in the Golan, hot humidity further south.
I had a flu for months, felt weak and delirious off and on, couldn’t
work much. One Friday I took a bus to Haifa. I went to the insti
tution where I knew they kept Tali’s kid, and stood outside the
lead-and-concrete door gazing at the surveillance hole, feeling
distinctly small and harmless, until they buzzed me in.
I gave a phony name, told them I was Tab’s cousin, and the
nurse— who had that dull, passive pouting look o f an unpredictably sadistic civil servant— led me down yellowish gray cor
ridors that smelled o f human shit, once in a while, from behind
closed metal doors pierced at eye level by wire-protected obser
vation windows, you could hear children cry.
The room she led me to was at the end o f a hallway plastered
here and there by posters o f flowers and sunrises colored in a kind
of wildly bright, over-processed Kodak dementia. The heavy
door was opened. Inside, in a little space reeking with sour m ilk
and urine, Tali sat on the bare floor, next to a man with one leg,
while a fiercely handsome boy in soaked diapers pounded his
bandage-padded head against a wall.
It was the kid who saw me first, pausing for a second to turn to
the door with a kind of animal instinct, a brief flash of warning,
maybe, in his dull blue eyes. Then he screamed once, twice,
monotonously, and went back to pounding his head. His mother
and father stared.
Tali confronted me in the hall, around a corner. Her face was a
weary lack of expression criss-crossed by premature lines. Her
voice was dull and throaty.
( 10)
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“They said we can take him home soon. Dov and I are getting
back together.”
“Why, Tali?” I heard m yself sound like a faraway echo, hum
ble, stupid. “I’m the one you said you could love.”
“O h,” she said, “that doesn’t matter.”
Something smashed my cheek and I grabbed wildly for sup
port, found none, slid down along a bright bubbling poster
smelling rotten food and diaper shit. When my eyes could focus
again I stared up at Dov, who was swaying over me on one leg,
elbow to wall, holding in his other hand a hard plastic fleshtoned prosthetic limb. It had a knee joint and an ankle joint, and
five little bumps on the end, like toes. The biggest toe was
smeared with red. I touched my face, felt dripping blood. But he
had lost a big piece o f him self for this country and for our people,
and probably for Tali, too; and in that moment I sensed that he
and I were more similar than different. He had just smashed my
face but I didn’t even blame him. We both would go to war when
necessary. Both o f us loved a woman.
I left the settlement and stayed at N am it’s place for a while,
did odd jobs through the spring, until the weather turned
viciously hot and Tel Aviv became one big cloud o f auto fumes
and exhaustion and, for the first time in months, I started to
think seriously about America. It had once been my home, and
still might be again; and, while I was sure to be in a sort o f irrevo
cable exile there, there was also the possibility that I could work
hard, and find someone to love.
I walked along the city beaches at night that summer trying to
decide, kicking through damp sand, sometimes crying. It did
not make sense to exile myself from a place and a people that I
would have died for. On the other hand, it would be easier for me
to die for my people than to have a life among them. The truth
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was that I wanted what they did: peace, security, a fertile exis
tence. But I wanted other things, as well; I wanted them to love
me, too— not as someone beaten into a standard straight config
uration, but as myself, as all that I was— and that, I finally
understood, would never happen.
Namit scoffed at my confusion. Listen, she sneered, impatient
but with a surprising down-to-earth wisdom, just do what makes
you happy. Stay. Or go. It doesn’t really matter. You think it does,
but it doesn’t. You’re still a queer. You’re still here, in the world.
At the airport, waiting, I visited the bathroom. I took out a
marker and, on the wall, drew a heart with an arrow through it
pointing to Tali’s name, and mine. Then I scribbled lines over it.
Thinking of her, I barely felt disturbed. I wondered if I ’d ever
even loved her.
America was there and of course I did go back, finding it
changed after the years but still fresh and strange somehow, and I
worked hard, lost my tan and my old beliefs, then after a long
time fell in love again. My lover and I blended easily into the
free, cluttered fabric o f a big big city.
I still thought every day of the tiny country I had left so sadly.
The sorrow was only mine, I knew; probably, in truth, my people
had never wanted to claim me; they were glad to see me go. Yet
they were irrevocably mine, and I theirs— despite ourselves,
despite the mess o f everything, as surely as the loss and sadness,
as surely as I had made love to Tali on a rug in an apartment in
Jerusalem— and, when bad news of the Middle East spilled off
newspaper headlines, I felt their terrible alone-ness and my own
solitude acutely, woke up some nights shot through with a kind
of frustrated terror: that the land would be attacked again, and I
would not be there with boots and a gun, in a gas mask, in a
sealed room, alongside them.
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I thought o f Tali sometimes, too, and wondered how things had
gone for her, and Dov, and the kid. There were nights I dozed off
with a half-dream o f her reaching towards me across some wretched
expanse. Sometimes, before sleeping, I’d reach out too; and then,
like angels, we’d touch.

(131

The Vase
by B a rba ra L . Greenberg
In the opening hour of her long, productive analysis
with D.W. Winnicott, this patient smashed
his vase, she wrecked it entirely. A t first she was
lying as mute as an egg under a mohair blanket;
then she was hatching; then she was rising and hissing,
striking and toppling the vase. Vase, her mother object.
Prevent me not, her motto. Cobra, her deputy.
In the heat o f the act this patient sensed these meanings
but did not know she had until the day afterward
when seeing on W innicott’s table the replacement vase
she raised her arm to smash it too, then lowered her arm.
Saint Winnicott, one wants to say, and yet
didn’t he get what he asked for, what he advertised?
Now let us imagine the case o f the thousand vases.

If I Were A Writer
by N athan H orowitz
10/7/94
YESTERDAY I HEARD A DOG BARKING UNDERGROUND. IT

w a s in the forest. I went hunting with Cesar, my friend and
host from the tribe or nation called Secoya. H is four wiry dogs
were attacking a we, a beagle-sized rodent, in its burrow. The
black dog, Cuaucuillo, actually inside, far underground, fight
ing the we, his voice rising up through the earth. We ate well
last night.
After a beautiful yesterday, it’s raining again today. W hat’s a
rainforest without rain?
This sentence is a portrait o f time passing.
This sentence is about the resinous sludge o f instant coffee
that’s stuck to my forearm.
In this sentence I relate the fact that the sun has come out
again.
This little sentence went to market.
This little sentence stayed home, climbed up to the peak of
the roof and smoked watt muntoh, devil’s tobacco, all day,
watching shapes materialize and dematerialize out o f clouds,
which seemed to it, if not the secret essence o f consciousness
itself, then, at the very least, a symbol compelling enough to
warrant attention; then it got a headache and sinus congestion.
This little sentence ate roast beef; it’s true, smell the page.
This little sentence starved in far-off Somalia.
This little sentence went out, out, out, all the way, non?
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This sentence will be of no use to anyone.
It is dangerous, unwise to think too much about this sen
tence.
To read or hear this sentence is to be killed and instantly
brought back to life.
To percieve this sentence is to shine like the sun.
Cesar’s sons, Jose and Eber, twelve and five, chase and daggerfight each other, with uncooked spaghetti noodles that break on
contact, exclaiming, C arajo! C arajo!...sister Zulia, ten, joins
and is carajozd in turn to the sound of much laughter and feet
thumping the floorboards; this sentence can roughly be classed
as anthropology, though some m ight dispute that, and/or ques
tion my methods and/or interpretations, which, I hasten to add,
are only tentative.
An old Irish superstition states that it’s bad luck to encounter
this sentence on a Wednesday; “old” and “Irish” being, adm it
tedly, relative terms.
This sentence didn’t require a whole lot of thought.
This sentence is dedicated to soup: thank you for existing and
feeding us. And thank you, Jose, for making it.
Perhaps you w ill never be shot while thinking this sentence.
Where does all the beautiful music go when it’s been played?
Where do our memories go when, dead, we rot?
You have to be sane to understand this sentence.
This one leaves many things unsaid.
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Piranha Ghazal
W hat makes the crow fly delerious
with cunning?
The world is a riddle,
riddled with riddles.
Day creates, night destroys.
Day destroys, night creates.
We defend the forest
with open arms.
Openly armed,
we defend the forest.

10/20/94
I f I were a real writer I ’d write my novel now, starting this
minute. This would be the first sentence. This would be the sec
ond, etc. It would have a really good plot. One reason I’m an
unreal writer is, I can never think o f plots. Stalking the wild
plot; a writer’s nonadventures in South America, in search o f the
perfect event.
The last really interesting thing here happened in
when
wild Huaoranis speared two Capuchin missionaries trying to
make contact with them. They were probably in cahoots: the
Huaoranis got to keep outsiders, including oil companies, off
their land, and the missionaries got to go to heaven. It was an
agreeable martyrdom. The bodies were riddled with holes. The
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blood drained into the ground.
Since then, there has been the dull story of a plantation of
imported palm trees whose fertilizer run-off kills fish in the river,
and the other dull story of repeated oil spills from the oil companies,
on the river and down in the lagoons of the national park, where you
can still see the slick from a spill six months ago.
A jaguar (a i’ro yai) ate the two female dogs. One morning we
watched Mula and her daughter Sonho running into the forest as
usual. The next day, a search discovered jaguar tracks and no dogs.
Don Cesario, Cesar’s father, who looks Tibetan and favors the Secoyas’ traditional tunic, in sky blue or pink, said about the jaguar,
“Eating my little dogs, the bastard, I’m going to punish him!”
It’s hot today. The Secoyas and I slashed a lot in the morning,
clearing land to plant crops. Breakfast was a feast o f capybara
and sauce (onions, chilies) over rice. (Capybara: world’s largest
rodent. This example shotgunned by family friend Tinti as it
rose out of the river to raid his bananas.) Great food (de’o wat).
W hat’ll I do when I get back to the States? Be a slacker again?
W hat have I done in my life that’s worth the flesh I’m made of?
Life, I wrote in Seattle in ‘ , is a Sunday drive in the country
with a six-foot spider at the wheel. You make intelligent con
versation the best you can, because the moment he gets bored he
throws you out o f the car. Or something like that.
Vague. H is words were vague. It wasn’t clear what he was
referring to. He wrote a story, but it wasn’t clear what it was
about. H is words created a smoke screen, or a fine mist. Was it
hiding something, or was it meant to conceal the fact that, in
fact, there was nothing inside? Vage, his words were vague.
There was an image in his mind but he did not want to com
municate it. He had a dream once but it faded away. He caused
an orance to appear in the mind o f his reader. The orange turned
silver, then faded away.
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People say the shamans around here turn into jaguars. The
pilosopher’s stone turns lead into gold. An angry face turns red.
Vague, the plot was vague, the plot exhaled a massive cloud of
smoke and backed away, leaving tiny horseshoe tracks in the fresh
white paint. One got the sense that at an earlier time there had been
a plot, but that it had been edited out in subsequent revisions.
A car turns into a driveway. A door is ajar. A family is looking
out o f the house. There are a million children in the family. Each
o f them is one hundred feet tall, and speaks a different language
from the rest. They are all different colors. They look out at the
car. Their mother and father are very tiny, the size o f mice, and
live in a glove.
In the car is an ocean. N o, it’s a whale. From here it’s hard to
tell, all I can see is a piece o f paper with w riting on it, and a riv
er, the Aguarico, with the sun sparkling on it, a tributary to the
Napo, tributary to the Amazon, which flows into the sea. So let’s
just say it’s the same river that’s driving the car.
Aguarico backs the car down the driveway. The late afternoon
sun moonwalks on the slippery river. Children grow when we’re
not looking. A cappuccino shouldn’t take more than a minute. A
virtual cappuccino is truly instant, you just think about it and
it’s there. On the dark side o f the moon, sentient mushrooms are
growling. Meanwhile, on earth, Meijer’s is open twenty-four
hours. The humans act like humans. Far above, something huge
approaches at tremendous speed.
A journey over water/ travel will always be good for you
Now, my friend/ you are far away
I hold you in my thoughts/ when will we meet again?
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Jun gle Ghazal
A jaguar has eaten two dogs, oh my.
A ll sunsets are equally beautiful.
Each day a different species o f insect bites me.
Majestic.. .diversity...species.. .endangered....
Meat swims in sauce,
We swim in the river.
I come and go as I please,
an ant crawling through a hole in a leaf.
We mutate beyond our earlier forms.
W hat we did, said, played before, isn’t enough.
Nea pico— black cloud— nube negro
Po pico— white cloud— nube bianco
Don Cesario says: We call the river dolphin Wuwu—
there, in Lagartococha Lagoon—
The tourists are bathing,
dolphins swimming up to them,
jumping over the tourists!
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Soul (2)
byJe a n Valentine
Lying in a bunk on a train
almost crushed by the woman above
strong red lipstick
big red smile
though she seems asleep. My mother is bleeding
out of the two sides of her spine,
I am putting ice on it. Freud says,
‘The private is a gunbarrel.’
The private life?
Private world?
A shotgun is hanging on the wall.

Monkey King
by P a tricia Chao

I SPEND MY NINTH BIRTHDAY ON A PLANE. MY SISTER AND I ARE

being sent to live with our grandmother in San Diego because
our parents are going to Taiwan that summer. “We celebrate
when we come back,” Ma promises me. In the front of the tunnel
to the plane she hands us over to the stewardess, who wears white
gloves like Minnie Mouse. Marty cries but I don’t. Daddy stands
behind Ma, mixed in with the crowd.
During the flight the stewardess keeps coming over with Ja ck
a n d Jill magazine, coloring books, magnetic tic-tac-toe. N ot that
we need distractions; we sit quietly, buckling our seatbelts when
the sign says to. Most of the way I read Eight Cousins, feeling my
sister’s hot skull pressed against my shoulder as she sleeps.
Ma has warned us: “Nai-nai old lady, don’t tire her out.” But
my grandmother turns out to be inexhaustible. Mornings, when
she comes to wake us, she’s already dressed, hair up, face pow
dered, lipstick on. The first night, when she tucks us in, Marty
asks, “When do you go to bed?” and Nai-nai answers: “Very, very
late. Old lady doesn’t need much sleep.”
Over my grandmother’s shoulder I am watching the curtains,
patterned with cobalt and fuchsia primroses, dancing over our
open window. I have brought Piggy, although I am way too old.
Marty left her Raggedy Ann perched on her pillow at home. N ainai doesn’t make fun of me. “Poor old man,” she says, when she
notices P ig gy’s tattered chest. She looks in her drawers and finds
a striped baby T-shirt I can put over him.
Every morning the three o f us go marketing, Nai-nai giving
Marty or me the netting bag when it begins to fill up. M y grand
mother doesn’t know how to drive, so we walk the ten blocks to
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the supermarket where Nai-nai leans over the mountain of
oranges to haggle with the produce man, who is fat and wears a
white apron. Her voice is so loud that the other customers stare.
“In China, I have maid to do this,” she explains as we leave the
store, Marty stomping extra hard on the rubber mat to make sure
the electric door opens.
A t the fish store I drag my sister over to watch the lobsters
bumbling over each other in their tank. Although I would never
say, it makes me a little sick to see my grandmother glaring into
the eye of each fish as if it were a life-long enemy, and then point
ing— “This one, and this” as the fish lady slaps each carcass onto
the sheet o f butcher wrap she has laid across the scale. A t home
Nai-nai chops the heads off and puts them in a pot to make stew.
“Good food for old lady,” she says, and that’s her lunch, while
Marty and I get the bodies, steamed in a brown sauce so sweet
that, when Nai-nai isn’t looking, we stick our faces into our
bowls to lick the last drops.
Our grandmother has lots o f opinions.
“Sal-lee going to be tall. Tall girl not so beautiful, but stands
out.” She looks me up and down. “You press your clothes, you
fine.”
To Marty: “You like your mother. Sloppy.”
“ w h a t ?” Nai-nai is the only one who can make my sister
squirm.
“Mar-tee, you walk like water buffalo.”
"Crabby old lady,” my sister mutters under her breath.
“You don’t talk back to elders,” Nai-nai answers serenely.
“Now please wash rice for lunch.”
I ask my grandmother about Chinese ghosts.
“Two kinds,” she tells me. “Men ghosts and women ghosts.”
“W hich are worse?” We are in the kitchen making jiao-tze,
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pork dumplings. Marty and I call them boiled ears, but in one
sitting we can eat two dozen apiece, dunked in a sauce o f soy and
vinegar. Nai-nai examines each one I make, frowns at some,
smiles at others. N ot in a million years could I pleat them shut as
quick as she does— pinch, pinch, pinch— without even looking.
“Men ghosts are very strong. Make a lot o f noise, like child.
Women ghosts charming and often beautiful. Some say women
ghosts worse.”
When I first get to California I sometimes bolt awake in the mid
dle of the night. I pad down the hallway to my grandmother’s room
and slip in the door, which is always ajar. “Ayah, awake again!” Nainai whispers, lifting the covers so that I can climb in.
“I heard a scary noise.”
“N othing, nothing, just the wind, so many big bush around
this house.”
“It didn’t sound like w ind.”
“So what if ghost? They’re dead, you’re alive. They can’t hurt
you. You should feel sorry for them. They’re like your sister, tease
because they’re jealous.”
The kids on our street are easygoing, unlike those in Connecti
cut, no jumping out o f the hedges and making Chinese eyes or
yelling, “We beat the Japs in the war.” There is even a family on
the block with an American father and a Japanese mother. Their
two daughters are teenagers, beautiful, long-legged, with redbrown hair parted down the middle. They always acknowledge
us: “Hey you two!” and about Marty: “Isn’t she precious?” After
dinner we lurk on Nai-nai s front porch to watch their dates
come pick them up. The boys are indistinguishable from one
another, with booming American voices and faded polo shirts to
match their faded blond hair.
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We play softball and kickball. One girl takes me into her
house and lets me borrow from her Nancy Drew collection,
which is the largest I ’ve ever seen. Sometimes we go to the beach,
along with a lot o f other kids in bathing suits, crowded into the
back of a station wagon that smells of hot rubber and coconut
suntan lotion. When we get there the mother sets up the
umbrella and lays down the beach towels and says, “Shoo!” and
we all run screaming like crazy people to the ocean, waving our
arms. It is the most beautiful ocean I have ever seen, with all dif
ferent kinds o f blue in it, rolling like fluted glass towards us.
I tell the other kids about the G u lf o f Mexico, where Aunty
Mabel and Uncle Richard live. There were things waiting there
in that warm flat water, crabs who’d clamp your toes no matter
how carefully you stepped. Then I tell them about the beach in
Monterey, where I was born, with all the wildlflowers in the
spring, and o f course the seals. I say that when we went swim
ming they’d slide off their rocks to join us. Actually we never
went swimming in Monterey— the water was much too cold.
Marty and I get very tan, and Nai-nai scolds us. “You become
like peasants. W hy don’t you stay under umbrella?”
But she softens when she sees how hungry we are after our days
at the beach, how we w olf everything down, no matter how
strange. When we first got here we were picky, polite. Nai-nai
corrected the way Marty held her chopsticks, making her cry.
And our grandmother served the meal in courses, unlike Ma,
who sets everything down on the table at once.
N ow we compromise. Marty is allowed to use a fork, and N ainai sometimes gives in to our pleas at the grocery store. “Hawai
ian Punch? You sure you want red drink?” One night she even
makes hamburgers, following the recipe from TheJoy of Cooking,
although she forgets to get buns so we have to have them on
toast.
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N ai-nai’s kitchen, who starts saving shells in a plastic bread bag
to take back to Connecticut. "D on’t you remember when David
Katz fell off his bike and broke his arm?” she prods me. "Or when
Mrs. Augustine gave me detention?”
"N o ,” I say.
The Nancy Drew girl and I start a magazine about our
street— she does the writing and I draw the illustrations out on
the picnic table in N ai-nai’s back yard. "So talented,” my grand
mother says. We show it to the two teenage girls who say,
"Fantabulous” and giggle at the picture I ’ve drawn o f them, in
miniskirts and gold chain belts. M y sister scowls and bounces
the kickball so hard against the foundation of N ai-nai’s house
that it leaves a black scar.
I draw other things, too, that I don’t show anyone, not even
Marty. If they were to find them and ask, I would tell them that
this is the Monkey K in g, this is his tail, this is the stake through
his heart and the blood pouring out. But no one finds them. I do
my drawings secretly, in the morning before Nai-nai comes in
and my sister is still asleep, and afterwards rip them up into tiny
pieces and flush them down the toilet.
It started in the summer. Fall, winter, and then he stopped.
And now it is summer again.
The Monkey K in g is crafty, my mother said. Because he is a
god, he knows everything, but he never tells unless he has to.
Almost every day, post cards arrive: a Chinese cabbage made of
jade sitting on an ivory stand in a glass case, a stone lioness with
curly hair and a cub under one paw, red and black buildings with
wing-like roofs stacked on top o f one another. On the back are
messages from our mother in her angular printing. "Today we go
to museum.” or "Last night we have dinner with my cousins,
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there were nine courses and cherry soup for dessert.” “Relatives,”
Nai-nai sighs. “So many Chinese relatives.”
Late one evening the phone rings, and in the kitchen I can hear
Nai-nai speaking loudly in Shanghainese, her telephone voice.
She shouts for us to come. “Your ma-ma and ba-ba, hurry, hurry.”
It’s the next morning there, Ma tells me. Her voice sounds so
close by, I suspect a trick, until my mother says it is a hundred
and five degrees outside and they have to sleep under mosquito
netting. Then I can imagine so much blistering sun, a humid
hotel room with a fan on the ceiling, the pedicabs Nai-nai has
described clattering by the window.
Marty gets on and tells about the beach, about the school of
dead flounder we found washed up the last time we went. She
talks fast, kicking the rungs of the chair, biting her knuckles the
way she does when she’s excited.
She hands the phone back to me.
“Hello Sally, it’s your daddy.”
“H i, Daddy.” My voice sounds creaky. I try to swallow, and I
can’t.
“You reading a lot of books?”
“Yes,” I say. I don’t tell him it’s mostly Nancy Drew.
“When we get back, you tell me all about them, all right?”
“Okay.”
My mother again. “Sally, remember you’re the elder. Be sure
you help your Nai-nai. I count on you.”
“Okay, M a.”
Our grandmother makes us sit in the living room after dinner
instead of going out to play. I look at National Geographic, but
even leopards can’t hold my interest. I imagine announcing to
my parents: “I ’m not going back. I’m going to stay here with
N ai-nai.”
The doorbell rings, and there is Ma in a pastel-striped dress,
{
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pale, but not so pale as Nai-nai. Her hair is longer and straighter
than I remember.
My sister is tearing over for a hug.
“You girls good? You’re not too much of a bother to your Nainai?”
“Say hello to your ma-ma,” Nai-nai whispers to me. I can’t
move, although I feel my eyes filling with baby tears. I watch my
sister who is now pulling at my mother’s skirt and clamoring,
“W hat did you bring back for us?” N ow here is Daddy in his
camping outfit, khaki short-sleeved shirt and trousers. It feels
like when I had the chicken pox: opening my eyes in mid-morn
ing and the room was much too bright. But he is not paying
attention to me. “N ot good manners,” he scolds Marty, who has
climbed on top of an ottoman and is pulling up the leg of her
shorts to show Ma a scar.
My mother makes a big fuss over Nai-nai, making her sit
down, bringing her a new cup of tea, although the one she has is
still hot. Our grandmother gets her present first, a small package
all wrapped up in white tissue. It contains what looks like several
enormous pieces of ginger root.
“Life-giving force,” Daddy says grandly.
Nai-nai nods in a dignfied way.
“You make tea with this, you feel strong,” explains my mother.
My sister and I each receive a fine gold chain with a pendant
made of a stone covered in gold filigree to resemble an animal:
M arty’s is an amber butterfly, mine a jade turtle. In addition,
Marty is given a long slender box with Chinese characters on it
which turns out to contain a wooden flute. She immediately
starts puffing, but only a tortured rasp emerges. Ma demon
strates how to hold it, spreading my sister’s fingers over the
holes, showing her how to make her lips into a kiss and direct a
tight stream of air across the mouthpiece.
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M y other present is a carved wooden horse just about the size
of my hand, dark and smooth and long-legged with bulging eyes
and bared teeth. I set it on my palm, noting how the artist has let
the grain of the wood suggest the curve of the horse’s shoulders
and flanks.
“Your daddy pick this out,” My mother says. “Extra special,
for your birthday.”
I don’t dare look up, even though what I want to do is give it
back, tell them that I hate it. But that would make me seem
spoiled, and Nai-nai is sitting across the room beaming.
I don’t thank Daddy though. And in the commotion o f Marty
trying to learn to play the flute, no one seems to notice.
Later, in bed, when everyone else is asleep, after I have tucked
Piggy in beside me, I reach under my pillow and take out the
hairpin Nai-nai gave me. Even as a child, I know it’s a much finer
jade than my turtle. The weight o f it sits cold in the palm of my
hand and lying there in the dark I think that it’s as cold as the
ocean in Monterey where I swam with the seals. I can see their
grey-blue bodies gleaming in the water above, through the frac
tured sunlight on the waves. Once in awhile they brush up
against me, sleek dark flesh, a caress as gentle and unthinking as
a breath. I am not afraid. Under here, I can hold my breath forev
er, and the cold does not bother me.

In or Out?
by M ichael O 'B rien
Halfway between
la Bellezza Pizza &
le Belle Nails.
“Gender is a prison.”
The barefoot girl
asking for money & smoking
touches my shoulder
& I nod.
Guy with a black
sealskin coat,
red plaid pants, Nikes,
is holding a sign.
It says, “Exposed
to A G E N T Orange.”
Wallace Stevens wrote,
“I do not know which to prefer,
The beauty of inflections
Or the beauty of innuendos,”
but, what does that mean?
Well, the boy on the F train
returns my gaze— inflection—
(tiny gold ring
through one dark brow) or,
he refuses my gaze—
innuendo.
But, isn’t it
the same thing?
Down on Bowery
& up again,
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Booth House, Prince Street,
Sunshine Hotel,
pay phone.
After using all my options,
your machine said, “Thank-you
and good-bye.”
Smooth dark boy
sitting by the door
by the fence, sideburns,
goatee like Ornette
Coleman, smiles.
An old man says,
“It just ain’t on the menu.”
He looks like Brando
& smells like a blanket.
“It just ain’t on the menu.”
He says it twice.
I walked into a room
& saw how you sleep.
We were lovers.
The statues are older
& faceless.
In a refined neighborhood,
Sister Rev. Mary Lorraine
guarantees to heal
all pain
& gives lucky charms &
holy water
at each reading.
Evening.
Junkie walking
through the twilight.
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Coming home,
I lock my bike &
put on Shirley
Bassey singing
"Clim b
ev’ry
mountain."
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A Circus is a Dream
by Brooke Stevens

IN 1 9 7 5 ,

A DAY AFTER MY GR A DUA T I ON FROM HIGH

s c h o o l , my father and I packed my backpack and duffel bag
into the back of his blue, rust-eaten Rambler and took off from
my small Connecticut town. We were headed for Providence,
Rhode Island, the city where I planned on joining Ringling
Brothers Circus. Had somebody tapped me on the shoulder then
and asked why I was doing this instead of going to college I
would have shrugged my shoulders and smiled. In my senior
year of high school the whole process of applying to colleges had
passed me by.
My hometown had a population of just over a thousand peo
ple. Most of my life growing up I knew the same class of twelve
boys and thirteen girls, the largest one in decades to pass through
the school. My contact with people had been minimal. I had
spent most of my boyhood outside, camping, building tree hous
es or playing sports.
In Providence the show was easy enough to find. Animal tents
and train cars were sprawled across a rail yard and parking lot of
crushed sea shells. Workers were easily spotted. They wore navy
blue jump suits and had the ragged look of sailors long out to sea.
Their muscles bulged awkwardly from their arms and backs,
while the bodies of the performers, most of whom wore white
clogs and skin-tight jeans, were sleeker, almost aristocratic. My
father and I found the train car that housed the personnel office
and I knocked on its flimsy door. A moment later, Mr. Schwartz,
a midget who looked like an Italian mobster stood on the jamb
chewing on the stub of a wet, brown cigar.
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“I’m looking for a job,” I said.
Mr. Schwartz wore a black, hand tailored suit and dark wrap
around sunglasses. He looked me up and down, exhaling yellow
ish smoke from his nostrils.
“This is your son?” he said to my father and my father nodded.
“W hat do you want to work here for?” he said to me.
I stared straight into his dark glasses and said, “I haven’t got
the slightest idea.”
“How do you feel about tigers?” .
“Tigers?”
“Can you operate a broom?”
“I think so.”
“A shovel?”
“It’s possible.”
I followed Mr. Schwartz across the dusty yard of broken shells
into a yellowing circus train car filled with bunks, thirty-two in
all, and he showed me mine and gave me the key to my locker.
That afternoon after saying good-bye to my father and
unpacking my bags I began work with two other men. Late into
the night we pushed portable steel tiger and bear cages up a steep
ramp onto a flatbed rail car while a trainer barked orders at us
and an occasional big cat marked our shirts, sometimes our faces
with his scent. A t two o’clock in the morning I climbed into the
bunk Mr. Schwartz had shown me and fell soundly asleep. Late
the next day I woke up and looked out the window o f my berth.
We were already somewhere in Virginia farmland. The train had
stopped but the car itself kept rocking back and forth like a ship
at sea. I asked the old man in the bunk below me the cause o f this
motion and he told me that the elephants in a compartment near
us played a game o f shifting their weight in unison. The train car
we were in was called the Cradle.
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A ll summer I traveled with the circus from city to city, hosing
down the tigers, throwing them slabs of meat and sweeping up
the straw around their cages. Between shows I took long walks
around town, sometimes going to art museums or libraries. But
all the while a feeling of melancholy crept into my life which
turned into something more serious— a deepening sadness, the
source of which I tried to identify.
Packing up and leaving every few days, I knew, had a twofold
effect on me. If we stayed in a town for much longer than three
days, I would feel increasingly lonely, as if I didn’t belong there
and I ’d look forward to the move, look forward to the next town
as if there I would discover something that would offer me the
solution to my unhappiness. But the move itself was always
unsettling. The few streets and stores I had gotten to know all
disappeared and somehow I didn’t feel safe. I never felt as if I real
ly had a home.
But at the time I was sure my problems were from working
with the tigers— even the oldest one had not lost his desire for
freedom. Besides, only a few of us worked on tigers while crews
of men worked on the elephants and horses. I felt left out.
So I returned to Mr. Schwartz and asked him if I could work
with elephants instead of cats. But he said no. Apparently a story
had gotten back to him about my absent-mindedness; among
other things, I had once put my arm in a polar bear cage while
talking to one of the showgirls.
“I can’t trust you around elephants,” Mr. Schwartz said. ‘‘How
about horses or, better yet, ponies?”
“I ’ll try horses.”
W orking with horses was more satisfying than working with
tigers. I got to brush them, ride them, and lead them around the
ring during show time. But I soon discovered that something
else had been bothering me all along: the workers, people with
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whom I had never dreamed I would be in such close quarters. I
had known many eccentrics in my hometown but everyone there
had their own house and at the end of the day disappeared into it.
In the bunk below me lived Martin, an old alcoholic, who
awoke every couple o f hours to drink and who usually fell back
asleep only after talking to him self in a demanding, authoritari
an voice: “Martin, you’d better get your ass to sleep...”
And then answering him self a few minutes later: “Okay, Mar
tin, I think I ’ll do that.”
Across the aisle lived a young man from Kansas, Smiley, who
took care of ponies. A month after he had joined the show he had
never as far as I could tell looked anyone in the eye. N o matter
what a person told him, even the gravest news, his only reply was
a vacant rather lonely smile.
The bald-headed camel man, Lester, had come to the circus
after working as a driver for a company that crash tested cars. On
hot days the metal plates in his head would swell. He was always
irritated, always screaming. One morning he took one shoe from
every worker’s pair left on the floor— we always left our shoes on
the floor— and disposed of them in a nearby dumpster. Appar
ently that night he had made up the rule in his mind that we
should not be allowed to leave shoes on the floor and he had
decided to enforce it before telling it to people. N o one was big
enough to argue with him.
A ll of the people in my train car were in some ways freaks, or so
I thought. I tried to hold myself above them, determined not to
become one of them. I thought o f myself as just an ordinary kid
who had meant to go to college but who had accidentally joined
a circus and would get out as soon as possible. Secretly I consid
ered myself the only sane person in the show, but many people
sensed my attitude and called me a snob.
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Then one night in Jackson, Mississippi, I could not sleep so I
got up to take a walk on the railroad tracks. The old man Martin
was snoring when I left for my walk but when I came back and
put my foot on his bunk to climb up to mine, he touched my
ankle and signaled for me to come back down.
“W hat’s up?” he asked.
“Ju st walking around,” I said.
“ Plan on leaving the show soon?” he asked.
“ I don’t know. W hy do you ask?”
“You’re looking for something, aren’t you?”
“M aybe.”
“I’ve got a secret to tell you. It’ll help you find it.”
“Find what?”
“Come here.” He pulled me down to him and he whispered
something. I didn’t understand what he was saying, so I asked
him to repeat it.
“If one’s crazy, they’re all crazy,” he said.
“W hat’s that supposed to mean?”
“If one human is insane, then all of humanity is insane.”
I fell to sleep quickly that night and had a bizarre dream of cir
cuses within circuses, like magic boxes, one inside of the other. In
my dream I’d enter a circus tent and see in center ring another tent.
Inside of that tent’s center ring I’d find another tent and go inside
that one and see another tent until finally I was lifting the tents up
by hand. The circuses grew infinitely smaller right before my eyes.
The day after this dream I was determined to leave the show. I
called my brother and told him to tell my parents that I was
coming home. I called the Greyhound station and got the time of
the next bus to New York. But while preparing to make my
escape without any good-byes, I kept thinking about what the
old man had said and what it meant. I couldn’t get it out of my
head. It was as if insanity were such a contagious disease and the
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psyches o f all people were so interconnected that if one person
had the disease everyone would instantly catch it— all o f human
ity would find itself awash in insanity.
I was baffled, even angry. M y duffel bag and backpack
remained stuffed full o f clothes on my bunk. I could not get
myself to leave the many strange people I had gotten to know.
A few weeks later when the show went to N ew Orleans I was
still torn about whether or not to leave. But during one o f my
afternoon walks before showtime, I ended up in the dusty back
room o f a run-down public library where a few old people were
smoking cigarettes and watching a film. On the screen in a circus
tent I saw a man named The Fool playing a tiny violin, with a
smoking cigarette resting upright between the strings. Watch
ing him from the door o f the circus tent was a tiny woman named
Gelsomina dressed as a clown. The Fool, recognizing who was
watching him, began to laugh, a strange, lonely, but beautiful
laugh. It was a laugh I had already heard before, perhaps in one of
the arenas late at night after the show was over or perhaps in one
of my dreams. It was half-human, half-dog. Only in the context
of this film did I begin to understand its meaning, its strange
beauty and loneliness.
I did not know until much later that the movie I had been
watching was Fellini’s La Strada. It was the first foreign film I
had ever seen, a film that would help me understand the circus
where I was working and living and, would ultimately lead me
to become a writer.
The film is about three performers whose disparate lives come
together when they join a circus. Through it I began to understand
the meaning of the circus I had joined, a meaning lurking just
below the surface of my consciousness. That’s because as a filmmak
er Fellini reflected the same approach to life that my circus had been
suggesting all along without my being aware of it. Like in a circus
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Fellini viewed his subject matter without judgment. Like in a cir
cus he brought together the most disparate elements of humanity,
the bizarre, the exquisite, the grotesque. Like in a circus Fellini s
very act of bringing these elements together, not just the perform
ers in the ring but those working around the ring as well as those
who came to see the show, suggested that there was some underly
ing principle or spirit uniting all.
Intuitively I understood that the circus’s and Fellini’s
approach to life was similar to that of the dreamer. Every night a
person who dreams plunges herself into chaos, allowing people,
places, objects a chance to play different, unexpected roles than
those they play during waking hours. The dreamer sacrifices the
authority that rationality wields in the waking hours, embraces
chaos on a certain level and trusts in the principles or spirits of
the night to guide her toward a deeper understanding of life. In
this same way, a circus plunges itself into chaos, into the madness
of humanity, perhaps for the sake of the spectacle or perhaps for
the spirits of the night.
As I came out of that dark room in the public library and start
ed back in the bright sun toward the circus, I knew something
inside me had crumbled and fallen away. Fellini’s circus was even
more real than the one in which I was working; it was the inner
circus, the essential circus and it shed light on the one I had
joined, as well as the one within myself. It was what I had been
resisting by holding m yself superior to those around me, some of
whom were as violent as Zampano, but many of whom were as
gentle as Gelsomina. On my way back to the show that after
noon, I began to understand what the old man had meant— that
the circus is a community bound in some way by madness itself.
To join a circus, as with life, means to accept this madness, not
only that of others, but one’s own.
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Botanical Gardens at Night
After Pablo Neruda's Ode W ith A Lament
by Gerry Gomez Pearlberg
I.
Dogs’ teeth and light bulbs
make a sacred crown around all the letters
I carry but never send.
Here in the dark, awaiting delivery
I lick myself like a foreign stamp,
obtuse drawing of an obscure bloom.
II.
And if I carry my letters to the dead,
the undead, the ones who want me dead, all of us dead,
who always seem to live,
and the ones who gave us life, who loved us,
then turned us away?
If I deliver my X-rayed flowers, my anatomical charts,
maps of earth and skin and sky on unshackled walls?
But the dead are among us, the living in hiding.
And the names of the flora and fauna have changed,
borders shifted, cities dissolved,
and the foreign bodies’ names have changed.
And heavenly bodies have lost their names.
Anatomy and physics and physical love have changed.
III.
The life preserver, round as candy
hangs from a white hook on the outer wall
of an unlit boat house, a peppermint
darkening in the rain, a luminous sphere of moss
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cut with a pen knife. Something you said
which I can’t remember. Something rained away.
IV.
I long for him the way ghosts
long for tulips or barnacles,
for their box of white moths,
for the sweaty canal o f the heart
where dreams dock their houseboats.
Thoughts o f his death
press like warm putty
lifting the newsprint from my pages,
carting off my brave cartoons.
Oh, how I long to see him, how I miss him in advance
V.
The crossing of the river.
The falling out of bed.
The taste o f marble.
Curling tusk o f a mastodon.
Snow on your black shoe.
“She wants to be dead,” you said,
“and I want to be a volcano.”
VI.
Unlit houses on a midnight hill.
W hite lanterns beneath the drain pipe.
The salt water underpass.
“I never had any children,” he told me,
“survival was my child.”
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VII.
Wisteria the color of plums held underwater,
uncertainly blue, as if blue were a lantern
wielding a type of light that could be carried
like a baby or an ice cube tray
from room to room.
Or a blue frosted cake without a ticket.
Or the clean blue smell of saccharine.
“I no longer love you," was what you said.
VIII.
Pheasants strut among the brambles.
A children’s book with the pages torn out
floats face up in the lily pad pond.
A note in the grass
written in a child’s black chalk hand
reads: "white spider.’’
I am locked in you again tonight,
a lesbian botanist in the statuary
of motorcycles, mushroom caps, and pitbulls.
An axis and a sundial in a long, longing field
of lambs, paperweights and lamp shades.
A pillar of salt the deer come to lick
for electrolytes and sonnets.
IX .
She is a doorway made of churning wheat
which my mouth can neither open nor close.
I feed on the things that take my breath away:
petrified crutches and letters to Jesus,
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doves and white chairs oddly placed in the meadow,
handcuffs and ice floes and broken chess pieces.
And the lichens, algae, primates o f your heart.
X.
£)im weeds pinch the startled
columns of ginkgo and black pine
that tower like twisted book shelves
of mysteries, Bibles, and porn.
Red worms twitch in the black water like party favors
when flashlights beam through them.
The dark puts its soft finger on the light
until the light is as weak
as an ash or a tricycle in the rain.
There is a hotel lobby in my heart.
Full o f sleepwalkers and jars of ivy.
A lobby o f bellhops and pens with no language.
A lobby o f mint with a shiney black filling.
Inside the lobby a hothouse with baking glass.
Oh little dove o f the burning bakery,
oh towering owl of soda water and dust,
open your wings to me,
reunite me with the sky—
for the clouds move so quickly,
though they carry whole cities
though they carry this garden
underneath their damp sighs.

Perchance To Dream: An Inter
view With Stanley Siegel
by Edith Chevat
EC: How long have you been a therapist?
SS: This is my 2 1st year.
EC: How did you get to be a therapist?
SS: I think I probably was the therapist in my own family. I was a
therapist to my mother who during my youth became ill with
heart disease and retreated from life. Somehow I saw it as my
responsibility to nurture and take care of her. So my training was
childhood training but coinciding with my desire to nurture was
my interest in art and in making art. I spent a good part o f my
childhood both taking care of others and nurturing some artistic
side of myself. Later in my life, when I went to college, I studied
both things. I studied painting, and I studied psychology.
I actually graduated with degrees in both. Somehow I stumbled
upon family therapy, which was a renegade form of psychothera
py that was pretty much in its childhood then and provided an
opportunity for me to combine both elements of my interests.
Family therapy particularly, because it requires a fair amount of
creativity to deal with the complex interactions of family mem
bers. It was natural for me, having done that in my own family,
and also because I was a visual artist trained to see things and the
relationships between them, what is called negative space in art
and interaction in therapy.
EC: So you did family therapy first. Did you do individual thera
py as well?
SS: I did family therapy from the start. Although my graduate
training was far more diverse, I was immediately attracted to the
theoretical ideas and to the artistry involved in treating couples
and families.
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EC: Did you practice a particular kind of therapy?
SS: W ithin family therapy there are a number of schools or mod
els, and my viewpoint has changed over the years. I was excited
by the ideas of Salvatore Minuchin, who was a structural family
therapist. His ideas were about how difficulties in hierarchy led
to problems in families, how violations of boundaries between
parents and children, between couples, created family problems.
W hile I was studying with Minuchin in Philadelphia, I came
across the work of Peggy Papp, and she came across my work.
She invited me to work with her at a family institute. A t the time
family therapy was strongly influenced by systems theory and
also by a group o f Italian psychiatrists known as the Milan
Group. Their theory was about the way in which a problem or
symptom is functional in its context and how families tend to
organize problems and maintain them in order to maintain sta
bility. I became intrigued by the idea of the positive value and
meaning of problems and symptoms and moved away from the
hierarchical model of Minuchin to a more narrative model in
which the truth about problems is in the story that the family
tells about it and how it serves the fam ily’s needs.
EC: In your work, how important are dreams?
SS: I use dreams in my work in a different way from that of many
psychoanalysts. One way that comes to mind— what I’ve actually
written in the book The Patient Who Cured His Therapist— is a tech
nique which I use with couples. Much of my work is with couples
and families, so the dream becomes a joint dream in a way.
EC: You don’t mean the literal dream as in sleep.
SS: Right. We conduct dreams. I ask a couple how they dream
about their relationship, and I ask them to dream the way they
dream at night in symbols and metaphors. I ask them specifically
to dream about the problem in their relationship and how the
problem might appear symbolically and how each person is
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behaving around the problem. For instance, one couple dreamed
that she was an elephant and her husband was a parasite, and the
dream was about the mutual dependency in their relationship.
Then once hearing the dream, I ask the couple to act out the
dream, to play the different parts of the dream. That serves as a
diagnostic tool. Where the psychoanalyst uses the dreams we
dream at night to understand the unconscious, the dreams I ask
people to play out are a way of utilizing what is in the preconscious. Both dreams can be used for diagnostic and interpretive
purposes. As the therapy goes on, I ask the couple to have differ
ent dreams about their relationship. I ask them to dream about
themselves in relation to their family of origin and how the prob
lems they’re having now may relate to that family in some way
and, again, to create symbols and metaphors. W hat is revealed is
the historical connection, how the problem was carried from the
family of origin into the new relationship, into the marriage.
EC: Do you deal at all with the unconscious? Your therapy seems
to be more in the here and now.
SS: Well, when you’re dealing with couples or family, you have
the relationship right there in the room. You’re dealing more
with the dynamics of the relationship and how a problem or
symptom is related to that. The underlying theory has to do with
how the problem is functioning so that it’s useful to the couple or
to the family in some way. You’re also dealing with the conse
quences of change. Usually, the way the problem is operating is
it’s not in the view of people, it’s in the preconscious or uncon
scious. When I’m working with families and couples, what I see
is the way the unconscious is played out and the way in which
people serve these unconscious needs. It’s different from working
with individuals, because you can’t see directly how the uncon
scious is discharged through interaction. It’s also different for
gay people because gays generally tend to be more disconnected
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from family than heterosexuals are, and the interaction is covered
over with this disconnection.
EC: In Uncharted Lives you talk about gay men who don’t have
dreams. W hat does it mean when there are no dreams?
SS: Everybody dreams, but not everyone remembers their
dreams. I think gay men who are dealing with the complexities
o f denial and repression are very good at hiding their waking
impulses, as well as burying the truth, and that manifests itself
in dreams. Anyone who’s blocking trauma probably has less
access to dreams. O f course, the process in therapy tends to open
the access. When that happens people remember more of the
unconscious and they also remember their dreams more.
EC: Would you say that gay and straight people have different
dreams? Different kinds o f dreams? Different symbols?
SS: Interesting. It’s a good question. I don’t know if I ’ve ever
thought about that.
EC: They say men and women have different kinds of dreams and
use different symbols, that it has to do with biology and physiology.
SS: Right.
EC: The way men and women write, for example. There’s a whole
theory about women writing nonlinearly because o f physiology.
So I ’m wondering if there was anything in dreams that—
SS: That’s a great question. Women’s dreams would have to be
different. Women and men live different lives, and dreams being
the expression o f those lives would naturally express this differ
ence. Eroticism, for example, is one element expressed in dreams
that would be expressed differently for men and for women, as it
would be for gay and non-gay people.
EC: W hat actually happens when we sleep? W hy do we dream?
SS: There are a variety o f theories about that, from the biologists
who say that we’re essentially discharging pieces o f memories, to
the psychoanalysts who see a pattern in what it is we are dealing
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with, you know, the varied and hidden conflicts, the repressed
material, which our conscious mind prevents us from seeing and
dealing with when we are awake.
EC: So if we’re very tired, we should also be able to get at it,
because our defenses would be down.
SS: Right. People often say that. They feel more vulnerable or
out o f control when they’re tired, others when they’re drinking.
The unconscious is freed when the defenses are freed. Free associ
ation, which was a technique that Freud developed, is an attempt
to parallel the dream state in the waking state, to move beyond
the defenses, the conscious interruptions o f the unconscious flow
o f ideas, by not censoring consciously any thought that comes to
mind. The process of revealing the unconscious in the waking
state happens just by allowing thoughts to continue without
censorship. Therapy provides the opportunity for that.
EC: So what about daydreams? How do they relate to dreams?
SS: I think we have daydreams at moments when the walls of
defense have been lowered for one reason or another, and we are
provided access to the preconscious, which is a plane between the
conscious and unconscious. The deeper unconscious material
comes when the defenses are really lowest.
EC: That must explain those activities like the ones in The Artist’s
Way. I don’t know if you know that book by Ju lia Cameron, who
says to write twenty minutes without lifting the pen from the
paper. That’s a way o f getting at—
SS: Beyond defenses, beyond the conscious censorship about feel
ing an idea.
EC: W hy does the writing part work? W hy couldn’t you just
talk into a tape recorder, let’s say? I ’ve done it with different peo
ple. I do it in the memoir class I teach.
SS: Keeping the pen down?
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EC: Yes, and somehow that, and reading it out loud— not to a
tape recorder— reading either over the telephone to someone or
reading it in class, that makes the difference.
SS: The reading helps?
EC: It somehow makes them think of more things as they’re
reading, and it makes them deal with those things.
SS: I wonder whether reading is a public event. When you read
in public, you’re much more aware of yourself. You’re working at
a high level of awareness in that you’re finding what’s missing by
reading out loud and critically evaluating your material.
EC: Another aspect o f dreams is the kind as where we say, “I have
a dream.” It’s something we wish for. How does that fit into our
lives? I mean like a kid nineteen or so whose English is not so
good, let’s say, in freshman composition, and he wants to be a
surgeon. He says, “ I dream. I wish I could be a surgeon.” That
kind of dream. W hat does that say? Should it be encouraged,
even if you know that there are problems in the way, or is he say
ing something else, using that as a symbol of a better life or of a
better job? W hat about that kind of dream?
SS: I think those dreams have different meanings. Sometimes
those dreams are a way of externally dealing with the internal
pain. Dreaming and wishing and believing that the external
solutions w ill make one feel better is a tradition that has evolved.
It’s probably an American tradition that has evolved, since we are
a dreaming nation, you know, the American dream
It’s paradoxical. The idea that any external success or achieve
ment will solve the pain of feeling unworthy or insubstantial is
mythology, and anyone who has tried that knows that for a fact.
They arrive at a place and may have had a success, but still have
the same feelings. On the other hand, changing your life requires
imagination, a creative imagination that frees the mind to move
in new and unexperienced ways.
I5M
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EC: You spoke about the American dream. Is there such a thing
as a collective dream? I don’t mean symbols, but whatever we
mean by the American dream, the dream for a house and four
children, the electric kitchen, or whatever that dream was after
World War II.
SS: I think there are collective dreams that become living
mythologies, generally about bettering life and generally about
external things. There are religious dreams, and—
EC: W hat is a religious dream?
SS: In the sense that religions create a dream about a world, a bet
ter world based upon the rituals and tenets o f that particular reli
gious view. Participants in the dream may electively engage in a
wish for a better life, whether it be the present or beyond life,
that somehow assuages the anxiety and pain o f daily life.
EC: I f there is a collective dream o f whatever kind, that comes
from society, how does someone or a group who don’t fit into that
dream, let’s say, a young gay man, what kind o f a dream can he
have within this collective dream or vision?
SS: He can’t. He can’t find a place in that dream, because he knows
he’s excluded. H e’s excluded from the religious community,
because most religions condemn him. H e’s excluded from the
dream of being a parent, because until recently that seemed an
impossibility. H e’s excluded from some rites o f passage because
marriage is not allowed. So the gay man, as an outsider, begins to
create his own unique and individual America and his own dream,
which serves to entertain him, amuse him, guide him through a
life in which there will be no mass to follow, no rules, no liturgical
rites or ceremonies to celebrate his achievements.
EC: How then can he make a dream? How can one have a dream
o f something that doesn’t exist yet? Is it all just experimental?
Do you take a little bit from what exists or what?
SS: It’s not a conventional dream the gay boy has, if he’s allowed
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himself to be gay. I f he has not, he’ll try not to dream at all, but
find himself stuck in a place of paralysis.
EC: You say at one point in Uncharted Lives that being gay is not
simply like being heterosexual but having a lover of the same
gender. I forget how you worded it, but you say it’s a whole dif
ferent way of life.
SS: Right. Being gay involves a journey that has a different tra
jectory from that of heterosexuals. Gay boys recognize their dif
ference at an early age. This leads to separation and alienation.
From that moment on, life is a different experience. When soci
ety thinks you’re crazy or sinful, you’re forced to deal with your
self-concept in light of that hostility. For heterosexuals the pre
scribed map creates a sense of entitlement; when you’re gay,
you’re always the outsider. For example, when you’re gay, you
can’t date openly, so normal adolescent experimentation is post
poned. Because there are no models and few positive gay images,
gays invent relationships that are not based on institutions or
blood ties but on things held in common.
EC: But if the models we have are of a certain kind, then gay peo
ple have to have a new model.
SS: Right. W hat is so extraordinary about being gay is that we
invent those models. Early in a gay child’s life, he develops an
apparatus for dealing with a threatening world and it continues
throughout his life. I think that’s the reason for the high level of
creativity among gays and lesbians. Because we have no maps to
follow, because we live outside the conventional rules, we are
forced to invent our own dreams about how to conduct our own
lives.
EC: You don’t say much about lesbians in your book or their rela
tionships to gay men. Is there a reason for that?
SS: W ell, yes, there is. I feel it’s up to women to write about
women. I will say though, that gay men have a close affinity and
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kinship with women. Women, too, are outsiders so there is iden
tification and empathy with them and a desire to affiliate based
on the assumption that we share things in common: a lower place
in the heiracrchy of social value.
EC: I brought the soliloquy from Hamlet from which the theme
for this issue is taken. You know, “To be or not to be.” Hamlet
says, “To die— to sleep— / To sleep! perchance to dream:— ay,
there’s the rub; /For in that sleep of death what dreams may
come,/ When we have shuffled off this mortal coil,/ must give us
pause:” I remember what Dag Hammerskjold said: “In the last
analysis, it is our conception o f death which decides all our
answers to the question life puts to us.” Do you think that’s true?
SS: Interesting. I think our relationship with death is essential,
and we are seeing that vividly through the eyes o f this epidemic.
EC: You mean AIDS.
SS: AIDS. I have seen friends and patients deal with their diagno
sis, illness, and pending death and death itself, in a way that tells
about their lives and their deaths. In some cases the knowledge of
their impending death has transformed the way they live, and in
other cases, the knowledge o f their death seems to be already
inherent in the way they’ve been living. Meaning that there are
some people who will deny, avoid, hide from death as they
approach it, and have always denied, hid, and avoided life. It’s
difficult to understand who transforms and who doesn’t, who
uses that event to transform his life.
EC: In your book you give the example where in the midst o f the
tragedy o f M ark’s dying, Hudson says there was a sense o f ecstasy
as well. W hat would bring that sense o f ecstasy? W hat were
these people doing that was different from what other people do?
SS: W hat seems to be different is that they were willing to do
two things. How they got there, I ’m not sure. One was the idea
o f living in the present, and that old cliche somehow took hold.
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They understood that the present was the only thing they had,
because literally that’s all they had. The other thing they under
stood, those who were transformed by all this, and that is what
matters in life is being loved and loving.
EC: I was thinking about that and how it applies to my own life
and the lives of my friends and family. Are you saying that some
one like Van Gogh who gave his whole life to his work, his art,
was making a mistake?
SS: I can’t say it was a mistake. I ’m just saying Van Gogh died the
way he lived. There was nothing, I presume, about his life that
changed the way he thought about it. He did not get beyond
himself and his own circular thinking to take a different course.
So his tragic death was like his tragic life. Would his art have
been different had he not suffered? Is suffering necessary to art?
EC: I ’m not asking that question. That’s a good question, but
what I’m asking is, if he had put loving and being loved first, if
the energy had gone there, what would have happened to his art?
SS: There is a lot of mythology, of narrative, about the idea of art
and suffering, about being obsessive about one’s work. I like
what John Lennon says about that: “When you are one, you get
things done that have never been done.”
EC: I was thinking more in terms of immortality. Some of the
people who are so obsessed with art want to leave something.
They’re going to leave a painting, a book, a song, whatever.
That’s their immortality. When you love someone, you don’t
leave anything, except maybe children. But somehow we don’t
value people as a kind of immortality, as a memorial to us.
SS: W hat happens is that people who are transformed by these
ideas, the idea of living in the present and by love, see life as their
art. The external achievement or the object they produce
becomes less relevant to the process itself and to conducting life
as art, living an artistic life, a creative, loving, present life. That
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doesn’t exclude creating art or objects or writing. It gives the
present a different meaning and value.
EC: Do you think our concern for immortality is related to the
fact that we live in a product-oriented society, where immortali
ty is the product o f our lives?
SS: I do. I think we are a consumer society which is part o f the
Western tradition. Eastern cultures tend to rely less on material
objects. As a society, we dream more about being rescued than
about living life. Being rescued by achievements, by money, by
the next beautiful woman or man, by the objects we collect,
rather than having a dream that allows us to create a life o f satis
faction, o f love, o f enjoying the moment. I don’t want to belabor
the point, but those people I ’ve seen die— and I worked for a year
on an a id s unit, where my job was to help people die— those peo
ple who seemed to accept these ideas ended their lives with a
greater sense o f meaning, satisfaction, and quality than they had
prior to the earlier part o f the illness. But then there were many
who weren’t transformed at all, who died exactly how they lived.
EC: Did the former ones, did they have a more peaceful death,
would you say?
SS: They seemed to have a more peaceful death.
EC: Even though it was probably painful.
SS: Even though no death is entirely peaceful. They seemed to be
willing to let go. They somehow integrated the idea that death
was another experience o f life versus the idea which most o f us
have incorporated, o f death as the adversary
EC: I was going to ask you about that. Do you think there is an
afterlife o f some sort?
SS: W hy?
EC: In the soliloquy Ham let’s afraid. He wants to die, but he
doesn’t know what death w ill hold for him. Do you think that’s
why we’re so afraid o f death?
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SS: I think we’re always afraid o f the unknown, whether it’s the
unknown about our daily lives or the unknown about our end. It
seems to be the most difficult anxiety for us as people, or at least
for us in the American culture or Western culture to accept.
W e’ve become a society so interested in the outcome and control
ling the outcome o f things that we’ve tried to find ways to soothe
our anxiety about the mystery o f life. We invent the concept of an
afterlife as a way to comfort ourselves, as a way to assuage our
guilt, our anxiety.
EC: Sleep has often been compared to death. Hamlet does it, of
course. It would seem we should be afraid to fall asleep.
SS: There are people who are. There are people who have insomnia
because they’re not willing to let go and surrender to the mystery.
EC: So death is a surrender, and sleep is a surrender in a way. Is
our fear o f the dark then somehow related to our fear o f death? Or
is it the other way, our fear of death making us afraid o f the dark
because we think death is like the darkness?
SS: That’s sort of the color we painted death with, the darkness,
the blackness. O f course, there’s the lightness o f sunshine, o f life.
So it’s natural, in a way.
EC: I want to ask you something about suicide. In effect, Hamlet
is considering suicide in this speech. Do many people who have
AIDS want to commit suicide?
SS: Suicide among aids patients in the final stages is far more com
mon than we’ve imagined. I think dying people often make death
contracts in order to facilitate their deaths. It’s usually in the final
stages when it becomes impossible to have any quality of life.
EC: Is that it? Because of the quality o f life at a certain stage?
SS: Yes, and it’s because the people are prepared to let go, and the
people who love them are prepared to let go o f them.
EC: Let’s take the beginning, when you are first diagnosed. Ju st
knowing that, do people want to live as much as they can in the
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time they have, or do they just give up?
SS: There are different reactions, and one reaction is because the
diagnosis appears to be a death sentence, and the road to death a
debilitating illness and the loss o f any quality o f life—
EC: And financial burdens.
SS: Some people do not want to be out o f control. They cannot
deal, have never dealt with being out of control, and their only
way to control their lives is to kill themselves. It’s dying the way
they’ve lived, finding the device to maintain control, even if you
can only control your death.
EC: That’s very tragic. How did you come to writing about your
experiences as a therapist and about your patients?
SS: I was doing a research project in the early eighties on families
and family therapy at the State University of N ew York at Stony
Brook, and Newsday came to do a feature piece on the research I
was doing. They had such an avalanche o f response to the ideas,
basically the idea that people’s problems are organized and main
tained in the family for some useful purpose, that they decided to
generate a psychology column titled,"Fam ilies.” They asked me
to audition for that column, and I did. I had never written any
pieces except academic ones, and what I wrote was very poor.
However, they saw enough potential in it to decide to train me,
and basically they did. I began writing a regular column on fami
lies, in which I dealt with the popularization o f my ideas. From
that I learned how to write. I wrote in the vernacular, popular
form. I had good training, terrific editors, and I decided I wanted
to put together a collection o f stories based on the work I had
done over the course o f the years. I wanted to do it in a more facile
way. I had seen such a good collaborative relationship between
writers and editors and I had had one myself, so I decided to cou
ple with Ed Lowe, and we began.
EC: He was writing a column o f his own then.
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SS: Ed was writing a column called—
EC: “Fathering.”
SS: A fathering column and a column called “H im self,” stories
that people told him. Ed is a wonderful, facile writer, storyteller,
so we developed a collaborative relationship. During that time, I
also started to write dance criticism. I always loved dance, and
my partner, the man I lived with, was a dancer. An odd opportu
nity fell out o f the sky for me to do that, and so I became the
dance editor for Show Business, too.
EC: That must be satisfying.
SS: Yes, it was. But it doesn’t exist anymore.
EC: I thought the stories in The Patient Who Cured His Therapist
were wonderful. You did them with such a strong narrative
thread that they read like short stories. And they could certainly
make good movies.
SS: They’re wonderful stories. I chose stories that were both uni
versal in some way, and had some interesting and ironic twist,
because those are the stories that make up life. You know, life is
far more interesting than art, actually, (laughing)
EC: More unbelievable.
SS: More unbelievable, in some ways. When I finished, it was if I
had been a painter, and I was able to display a body o f work done
over years as if it were a retrospective. That’s how I felt about
these cases. They were interesting and well done as therapy, as
well as stories about therapy and about people’s lives. But my life
had changed. I had left my marriage, and I came out. I wanted to
write about my experience and the experiences o f gay men and
other men who have gone through the same agonies I had. So
almost immediately after finishing The Patient who Cured His
Therapist, I began the next book.
EC: Uncharted Lives.
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SS: It chronicles the life cycle of gay men, from their earliest feel
ings of differentness through old age. That book tells the stories
of about a hundred men and also my own story.
EC: But you chose to continue to write with Ed Lowe at that
time, even though by then you had experience in writing. W hy
did you do that?
SS: I chose to work with Ed particularly on this book, which is
about gay men— and he’s not a gay man— because I wanted this
to be a book whose audience went beyond gays. Ed was a very
typical heterosexual man, and I wanted to struggle with him
around these ideas, both his struggle to understand them and my
struggle to interpret them.
EC: It’s clear it was a struggle, because of the epilogue he writes
about his own homophobic feelings or experiences.
SS: Right.
EC: Didn't you mind it?
SS: N o, I didn’t mind it; I welcomed it. There were times where
if I were with someone else, another heterosexual person, I might
have felt resentful when I had to explain anything. But because I
wanted this story to be accessible to everybody and I wanted non
gays to read it, it was worth the struggle to make it accessible,
and Ed was the perfect person, I felt, to do that.
EC: How did you do the writing? How did you divide it up?
SS: Usually I would write the first draft, and then Ed would
rewrite it and develop it. Then I would take that draft and edit
that and comment on that, and he would polish it up.
EC: You have a lot o f theory in this book. N ot that it’s offputting,
but you had to do research as well as write your story.
SS: Yes. I did all of the interviews and all of the clinical research
and then wrote about both.
EC: Did the gay community accept this book?
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SS: There’ve been mixed reactions to it. There are those who
appreciate the book and find themselves in it in some life stage
and have been also helped by a book that makes sense o f their
experience, finding it a book in which they can face themselves.
Then there are those people in the gay community, mostly in the
academic community, who are critical o f the idea o f there being a
gay identity.
EC: Academic community, meaning—
SS: Mostly, it was post-modernists, theoreticians, historians,
experts in queer studies, feminists who take a more narrative
view, where they say there are a multiplicity, a diversity o f identi
ties, and that to find an essential identity that fits everyone is
reactionary in some way and doesn’t describe the truth o f gay life.
That was one criticism.
However, the response from the gay reader— and that has been
where most of the response has come— has been favorable. They
have read themselves in it. Especially people who do not live in
urban centers but in places where there is a more repressive envi
ronment. One man called and said he read the book in different
stages and by the time he finished, he walked into a gay bar for
the first time.
EC: So did you write this book for a gay audience?
SS: I wrote this book for gay men to see themselves in it and for
straight people to see what the differences really are.
EC: I was interested in the new concept o f family, o f how holi
days are celebrated, the extended family, the creation o f a new
kind o f family. But it bothered me that women were not includ
ed in these families.
SS: Yes.
EC: I can understand the exclusion to some extent. Whenever
my family and I have a celebration, it’s limited to a certain group.
I told myself, in relation to the celebrations you describe, maybe
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it’s new, it hasn’t reached the next stage yet when it can include a
more diverse group of people.
SS: I do think gay men go through some period of exclusion, ghet
toizing, in which we choose to be only with gays and with men.
That may be very short-lived for some people and very extended for
others. Most people as they develop themselves and their commu
nity of family, find their family choice becoming more inclusive,
and extending beyond both men and gays to others.
EC: M y experience with lesbians and gay men is that lesbians are
more inclusive. Maybe that’s just the difference between men
and women and how they relate to the world.
SS: Although I know there was a period in feminist history
which was a period of exclusion.
EC: Maybe in the fifties and sixties, even early seventies. I think
it came out o f fear and a kind o f protection.
SS: It may be that way for gays now. W e’re thinking about these
issues.
EC: Do you have any plans for new work?
SS: Yes. I’m working on several projects. I’ve been asked to do a
book about gay therapists and I’ve just completed a chapter for
someone else’s book on the different approaches to therapy o f gay
and straight therapists. Then I'm working, again with Ed Lowe,
on a novel.
EC: On a novel?
SS: On a novel.
EC: That’s interesting. The only people I’ve read who’ve done
that are Louise Erdrich and Michael Dorris, her husband. But
they’re both novelists in their own right. I don’t know how it can
work out.
SS: W hat’s interesting about this is it’s a novel based on a true
story. Because we don’t have all o f the information and can’t get
it, we decided to tell the story as a novel. It’s a wonderful, extra
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ordinary story that took place when I was lecturing in Peru,
where I spent about five weeks once in the eighties. W hile I was
there, a serial murderer was apprehended. The novel deals with
this event and the aftermath, including psychiatrists, police, etc.
Because we don’t know the details, and have to construct them
based on my knowledge of human behavior, we cannot do it
except as a novel.
EC: Lets get to something more personal. You were married.
You have a daughter.
SS: A twenty-year-old daughter.
EC: A twenty-year-old daughter with whom you have a good
relationship.
SS: A good relationship. I live with my partner of eight years, who is
a ballet dancer/teacher at the High School of Performing Arts.
EC: Was your daughter accepting of your coming o^t and o f your
relationship?
SS: I think that was slow, initially, but now seems perfectly nat
ural and comfortable. She’s very much a member of our family
and seems extremely comfortable.
EC: She must have been young.
SS: She was eight when I left. It was an agonizing separation for
me and for my ex-wife, as well as for our daughter. Actually, I did
not tell my daughter that the reason the marriage broke up was
that I was gay until two years later.
EC: When she was ten.
SS: Yes. I was beginning to come to terms within myself, where I
was moving out of the position of feeling shame and guilt and
beginning to feel some sense o f comfort with who I was.
EC: Did you feel you were scarring her?
SS: I felt enormous worry over that; it was part of my considera
tion and probably delayed the separation. I had internalized all
the mythology society and my profession had used to define the
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consequences of both separation and homosexuality. Don’t for

1973

get, it was only in
, when I was already twenty-five, that
homosexuality was lifted out of the category of mental illness.
W hat eventually grounded me was the belief that unless I lived
an honest and authentic life, my daughter couldn’t. My life
would have been a lie, and whatever I could give her as a parent, I
could give her truth. Eventually that belief allowed me to tell
her. I felt if there were no other message, that was the message
she should have.
EC: At one point in your book you say, when you’re hiding some
thing it becomes a secret, and if it’s a secret, the interpretation of
it must be bad. Therefore we should not hide things. Did you
have trouble on your job when you came out?
SS: I was the head of training, of education, at a major family
institute in New York, and the idea of a gay man in that position
in a traditional family training institute seemed unfathomable to
the director, at least. The perception was that gays were rejecting
the family and here was an institution organized around
strengthening the family. My leaving was not so much spoken as
operational, with some positions merged to eliminate mine. I
will say this, the director was as much a product of the mytholo
gies and beliefs as anyone else including me. A t the time, I could
not reconcile the two ideas. Now I certainly can as I ’ve come to
redefine what family means, and that it’s not the hetero-normative ideas involving blood ties and/or institutional prescriptions.
At the same institute, there's now a gay and lesbian family stud
ies project which I participate in. But there was so much guilt
then, I couldn’t challenge the homophobia that I found myself
meeting up with.
EC: At one point in the book you say that gay people have an
advantage being outside the system, and so they are forced to cre
ate something new. Alice Walker said the same thing about her
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self. She was blind in one eye because o f an injury, and as a result
she always felt like an outsider. She said that helped her become a
writer, that she had to create.
SS: I am also blind in one eye.
EC: Are you really?
SS: Yes. I wrote about that in The Patient Who Cured His Therapist.
I talk about how that pressed me to see things in a different way.
EC: I would never have known you were blind.
SS: A combination o f that and my being gay, forced me into the
position o f an outsider, where I was forced to see.
EC: Do you think you’ll ever go back to painting or drawing?
SS: I actually took a drawing class about two years ago, which
created an incredible anxiety to do because I had so abandoned it.
(laughing)
EC: I can understand that.
SS: M y experience with it was so pleasant, ultimately, so pleasur
able, so wonderful, and so different from writing. It’s a whole dif
ferent experience. Eventually when I have said what I want to say
with words, I w ill probably go back to it.
EC: So what are your dreams, either personal dreams or dreams
for the future?
SS: Well this is sort o f interesting. Although I’m H IV negative, I
like to think of myself in the way that people do who are H IV posi
tive. When I think about myself with the idea of dying, then I find
myself less concerned about the future and much more concerned
about the present and about living a life which is filled with love
and rich experience. For a long time I did not get tested for this rea
son; I tried not to know; I wanted to think of myself as H IV posi
tive. I wanted to think of my time here as limited. This came from
my experience of working with gay men, working with AIDS and
death. I wanted to be transformed by the idea of dying.
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EC: Weren’t you afraid? It’s one thing to pretend when you know
that you’re not dying, but not to know, or to know there is that
possibility, seems quite different.
SS: Well, as other people have discovered in dealing with death,
fear and dealing with this fear made my life better, makes my life
better. It forces me to say yes to things.
EC: D idn’t you feel a responsibility to your partner?
SS: Yes, of course. The idea is to assume you’re positive and prac
tice safe sex.
EC: Some people don’t get tested, because they don’t want to
know, they feel they won’t be able to handle it.
SS: Well I try to live as if I were H IV positive. Even though I tested
negative, it is possible that at any time I could sero-convert.
EC: Are you sorry you’re negative? Is there something like sur
vivor’s guilt here?
SS: That definitely exists. But I don’t think that’s what it’s about
for me. It’s really about holding on to this idea that we’re talking
about, about the presence o f death in life.
EC So how can the rest o f us hold on to that idea, live in the pre
sent and try to put love in our lives?
SS: Ju st by the daily knowledge that, you know—
EC: You could get hit by a car.
SS: Then you will die. That’s not a tragedy; it’s an element o f life
and allowing it to be a part of every day as a non-tragedy, as a pos
sibility o f all possibilities—
EC: But it would be terrible. It’s one thing— I know your father
died and that he was an older man but, let’s say, if your daughter
died, I mean that would be a tragedy. A young person. That’s the
tragedy to me about a id s , that these young, younger people,
besides their being creative and therefore important to us, they
haven’t lived enough yet.
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SS: That’s what I mean. W e’re all going to die now or later, and is
that really tragic?
EC: I don’t know.
SS: (laughing) That’s the question. It leaves open the question of
whether it is or not. And, yes, I would grieve and mourn the loss
of my child.
EC: But your life would go on.
SS: Is it a tragedy? That’s a different question. W e’ve created a
polarity about life and death. We call it a tragedy, because death
is excluded from our daily lives. We set it aside as something over
there, something dark and forbidding. But it is part of life. The
AIDS epidemic is teaching us something else about death and
about life: The knowledge o f death and the presence of death as
an inspiration for life.

Fairy Tale
by Denise D uham el

One morning a kindly working-class woman
found a tree in her backyard that grew real money. She pinched
twenty dollar bills from a couple of stems
before she finished hanging out her wash and heading to work.
She woke up her lazy unemployed husband to show him—
big mistake. He tried to get his wife to call her boss and quit.
But how could she plant all her hopes on a grow-rich-scheme?
The couple had a quick argument about whether to contact
the local T V station or the government, then decided
to tell no one until she came home at six. She didn’t know
her husband would pluck off all the money while she was at the factory
and the tree would slump over and die. He made
altogether,
which would have been more if he’d waited for all the money to ripen.
No store would take the small bitter bills he’d picked too soon.
He left them in the fruit basket by the yellowing bananas
but the tiny money was the dark green of thwarted cherries.
Instead of buying his wife a present, the husband treated his pals
to lunch at the local diner, then gave the rest of his money
to his cousin who was always in debt—
“like us” the wife reminded him, but her husband was already asleep
on the couch, his belly full of the daily special, corned beef hash.
Crying, the wife searched their back yard for seeds,
but the big rich birds had somehow found out about the tree.
Dollars in their bills, they flew away. They’d eaten absolutely everything.
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Miss Spellbinder’s Point of
View
by E d w a rd S w ift

(Background: Clarissa Spellbinder and herfather, thefamous Lord A n 
drew Spellbinder, travel the world in search of anything that has not yet
been discovered. Lord Andrew insists on traveling with his canopy bed.
Otherwise, he cannot sleep. On their last voyage, the bed is relegated to the
upper deck of a freighter. A storm blows in and Clarissa ties herfather to
the bed to keep him from falling overboard. The ship sinks, and they are
washed ashore on the Isle of Moly. Forty years later, at the age of 102,
Miss Spellbinder is still there— and so is herfather.
Lord Spellbinder’s Dreams
WHI LE E V E N I N G TIDES I NVADED THE ISLE OF MOLY,

s w e e p in g e a r t h ly possessions from one shore to the other,
Miss Spellbinder dreamed beneath a canopy of unbleached
domestic, behind curtains of Andalucian lace. The storm waters
rose, entering her garden and first floor. The wind rattled windowpanes, and the roof leaked but she was not distracted. She
dreamed on— traveling the terrestrial globe and beyond. On
these storm-induced journeys, she refused to retrace her earlier
wanderings or even acknowledge them, for the familiar con
tained many associations she did not care to relive. Doubling
back would serve no purpose except a reminder of stormy cross
ings, crowded buses and midnight trains traveling through bar
ren and moonlit landscapes where lingering memories sang in
minor keys.
When rain fell hard and lightening streaked the harbor skies, she
would drift back, almost unnoticeable at first, to the shipwreck that
brought her to the Isle of Moly, a place long forgotten by most mapmakers and certainly more than a few sailors. Before sending her
thoughts in another direction, she would find herself wondering
why she had been incapable of leaving her father’s bed on the beach
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where the waves would have surely washed it to sea in no time at all.
W hy had she decided to keep it, knowing that it would serve as
nothing more than a creaking reminder of so many doors that
would never completely close? And for that matter, why had she
chosen to bury her father in the ground? Wouldn’t the sea have been
a more fitting grave? For after all was said and done, he had pre
ferred riding the waves and ocean winds to any other mode of trans
portation. And although he had suffered hunger and thirst on the
high seas, and had been blown off course by tides of discontent, he
had been more comfortable on water than dry land. “I have traveled
many seas,” he had said. “And I will travel many more, even after
this life is finished.”
He had traveled under white sails that billowed in all direc
tions like wings of a dragon. He had traveled in dugout canoes,
banana boats and bamboo rafts. He had sailed on a whisper
between two icebergs that towered above his ship, and twice he
had been swept out to sea on ice floes that melted beneath his
feet. He had spent two weeks on a life boat, five days clinging to a
broken mast, and forty-eight hours on a South American cattlebarge half submerged by the weight of animals. Surely he
belonged to the ocean just as much if not more than the starfish
and the pelicans, Miss Spellbinder often thought, just as much if
not more than the clipper ship, the sailboat and the requiem
shark. And what of this excuse for a bed? Wired and nailed
together, it continued to stand but only for the time being. Sure
ly it deserved more than a third-floor room so low that the
canopy grazed the ceiling and so narrow there was hardly space
for a table on either side. And as for her father, the great Lord
Spellbinder, who could be foolish enough to say that he did not
deserve more than a plot of ground in the backyard o f a house
where he had never lived, on one of the few islands he had never
seen, not even on a map. “Oh yes,” Miss Spellbinder sighed when
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her thoughts turned in this direction, “both father and bed
should have been left on the beach. Another hour and they would
have been gone.”
Like her father she longed for the bottom o f the sea and all
things that found their way there. From time to time, she even
convinced herself that she too should have gone down with the
freighter and its unknown cargo. “Unfortunately,” she said,
when theses swells came over her, “that was not my fate.”
She had washed ashore in a sinking lifeboat. Her only suitcase
was strapped to her waist, and the hem of her dress was heavy with
an emerald necklace, two matching earrings and a diamond brooch.
That was the extent of her fortune. Nothing else remained except
an ocean o f memories, a suitcase filled with photographs, and a few
bedside treasures that meant little to anyone else.
The day after the storm she combed the beach in search o f any
thing that might have washed ashore. She picked a familiar but
ton out o f the sand. But was it one o f her own? She could not
decide. She turned over a pillow and found a jeweled hat pin, a
lace blouse and a satin slipper her mother had worn on the oper
atic stage. She put them in her bag and walked on. Soon she came
upon her father’s scientific journals. In all but one the ink was
smeared and the pages stuck together, but she kept them any 
way. “And for what reason?” she later asked herself.
Beyond the beach where the journals were found was the Great
Marsh and beyond that, a sand bar created by the storm. There in
a narrow channel o f water was Lord Spellbinders bed, its canopy
in ribbons, its curtains ripped away. It was surrounded by crown
less palms, tables and chairs from nearby houses, a cooking stove,
a door facing, a flight o f stairs. In the shallow water was the
entire contents o f a kitchen cupboard: hand-painted plates and
platters, glasses o f all sizes, bowls and bread baskets, cracked
pitchers, and broken bottles leaking spices into the sea. N ot far
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away were faded photographs still in their frames, sheets still
pinned to a clothesline, and shoes for an entire family. “Five chil
dren,” Miss Spellbinder said. Her father’s voice was ringing in
her ears, but she refused to look up for she knew he was there
waiting for her. Turning away from him, she pulled pots and
pans from the sand. She returned cups to their proper saucers,
and matched all the socks scattered about. She examined each
object as if it might be her own, and finally when the household
deposited on the beach no longer commanded her attention she
looked up. “Hello Father,” she said. “How was your journey?”
He was still tied to the headboard. Seaweed was hanging from
his neck as if the ocean had bestowed upon him a coveted award.
His gray hair was matted with sand, and his fingers were out
stretched, pointing to the horizon where his open eyes were
fixed. She closed them with her hands. “N ow ,” she said, “you will
have no more regrettable dreams.”
W ith what little money was left she placed him in a cedar cof
fin and kept him in the storage room of a harbor front bar.Jake's
Place it was then called. “Don’t think you can keep him here for
ever,” Jake had said after the third day, and she had replied, “But
what am I supposed to do with him now?”
She had considered cremation as the easiest method of dispos
al, but then she would be left with the ashes. And what would
she do with them? Spend the rest o f her life scattering them over
the seven seas, over deserts, mountains and jungles; everywhere
that Lord Spellbinder had visited or lived? She was sixty-two
years old and the thought o f traveling any further was too
exhausting. “I must have a house,” she told Jake. “A proper
house. For the first time, I can do as I please.”
With two diamonds pried from the brooch she bought the
narrowest house on the island. “Possibly, the narrowest house in
the whole world,” Jake said when he gave her the keys.
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She moved in at once, hired two seamen to bury her father in a
far corner of the backyard, and two more to carry his bed to the
third floor. Jake offered to make repairs to the roof and prop up
the outside walls, but Miss Spellbinder would not hear of it. “I ’m
not of the mind to worry over leaking roofs,” she said. “And if the
house collapses around me, what will I have lost?”
Forty years later it was still standing— not for much longer,
everyone thought— but Clarissa Spellbinder was of a different
mind. “It will stand as long as it needs to stand,” she said, “and then
one day it won’t stand anymore. It’s the same with all things— one
day there will come a storm— but I’m prepared for that.”
N o one knew how carefully she prepared for the sudden winds
and rains that periodically ravaged the island. She anticipated
bad weather, dreaded it, but was always ready, not because she
was afraid that her house would be demolished or that she would
be carried out to sea. “W hat does it matter if we’re blown away
tonight?” she said to the wasps and chameleons that shared her
bedroom. “W hat does it matter, indeed?” She was more con
cerned with controlling her rambling thoughts than protecting
herself or her property— for turbulent winds, and shifting sand
had rattled her delicate memory more times than she cared to
recall, forcing to the surface of her mind many hours and days she
did not wish to remember.
“Daughter,” Lord Spellbinder had called to her through many
stormy nights. “Daughter, I’m drowning. Daughter, I can hardly
draw a breath.”
A year after the burial, his coffin accompanied by thunder,
lightening and the rancid smell o f damp tobacco floated to the
surface of the garden for the first time. “Daughter,” he called
from his muddy grave. “Where am I? W hat do you call this
place?”
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Three times his coffin washed up and three times she buried it;
the third with a marble slab covering the grave. “To hold down
his body,” she said, “ but nothing will ever hold his spirit.”
Through every storm he called to her. “Daughter, where are
my feet, my sea legs, my lifeboat and oars. Daughter, where is the
Boat of Regrettable Dreams? If we sail it backwards as far as it
will go, we can then sail forward again with a completely differ
ent point of view. It s the only way to reverse our fate. Daughter,
do you hear me?”
Year after year she had wondered how much longer this could
last. A day, a week, another lifetime? Surely not? Surely it must
soon be over. “Oh, yes,” she assured herself daily, “this life will
soon be over.”
But she was wrong.
At the age of 10 2 she could not imagine what she would be
called on to endure next, but she knew she would endure it if
need be, and if not with courage, at least with resolution. W hile
the storm waters rose and her house flooded with earthly posses
sions, she closed her eyes and pretended to sleep. But she did not
sleep. A cold wind rippled the lace curtains around her bed. The
smell o f grave clothes, mold and tobacco brought her to her feet.
“N ot again,” she said, and hurried to the French windows over
looking the backyard. She searched the garden for a sign of his
coming, a ribbon of smoke, a hat floating on the mud, a walking
stick, the glim m er of his gold pocket watch. Her eyes moved
from one corner o f the garden to another, but nothing she could
see announced his arrival. “Surely he will not wash up again,” she
said. “Surely there is nothing left, not a bone, not a splinter, not
even a coffin hinge. By now he has surely returned to dust and
faded dreams.”
While rain pounded against the thin windowpanes, she won
dered if there had been a moment when her father had crossed over
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into the realm of the dream, or if he had been born with crystal
palaces and waterfalls of ice already in his head. Dreaming for him
had been as natural as breathing, but not for her. Although she had
traveled with him across deserts and seas, datelines and time zones,
she had never crossed the elusive boundaries of the dreamer— not
while they were together, that is.
A t what point, she wondered, did he abandon the earth in
favor of the heavens? When did he become more interested in
traveling on imagination and thin air? When did he cast aside
his love of freighters, steamships, sailboats, and all other sea
going vessels and take to the clouds as a mode of transportation.
And for that matter, who could say that a cloud was not a sailboat
and a sailboat not a cloud? W ho could be foolish enough to
engage in such an argument?
“I am here neither to dispute, nor to argue these ridiculous
points of view,” she had often reminded herself while recording
her fathers daily excursions into the world beyond this world
and the world beyond that. Listening to him day in and day out
she came to envy his ability to take flight, to escape the everyday
drudgery by passing through a doorway of illusions which was,
he said, “as simple as threading a sewing needle with a seafaring
rope, a spitting camel or a rich man with pockets of gold.”
Over the course of the years he had told her many things about
himself, things she would not have otherwise known, or so he
had said, things that would help her understand that which most
people would never understand or even believe. And at his insis
tence, she had recorded his travels, terrestrial and celestial. For
fifty-two years she had written down his daily observations and
flights of fancy. On scraps of paper, business ledgers and leather
bound volumes she had recorded his diatribes on evolution, the
formation of islands, the similarity of languages both primitive
and modern, the existence o f angels and their purpose, the
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existence of castles in the sky, rainbows at night, the existence of
existence itself which he said was fleeting, ephemeral and not
very likely.
With unmitigated diligence, she attempted to take it all
down, to capture every word and nuance, but very little of it did
she remember. Only when the winds blew in a certain direction
and the night air was soaked with rain, only when the skies were
black and no stars could be seen and the air was stilled by thun
der and lightening, only then did the distant past wash ashore.
Suddenly she might remember something her father had said
and she had forgotten, something she had written down, or pos
sibly something she had failed to write down for it was impossi
ble to record every thought and word from one who was given to
endless variations and countless repetitions that may have
seemed meaningless to her at the time. But when the wind blew
and the rain beat down on the Isle of Moly, and the sea extended
from shore to shore in an unbroken carpet of water, Lord Spell
binder would come. Accompanied by the smell of rancid tobac
co, graveclothes and ocean foam, he would lecture her on a thou
sand and one subjects or ask as many questions in an endless
recital lasting hours or days and silenced only by fatigue or sleep.
“Daughter,” he had often shouted from the garden or first
landing. “W ho shot Cock Robin? Daughter, I believe I know
who did it. Where are your pencils? Where are your pads of
paper? We must write it down. Daughter, are you listening to
me? Where is the ivory elephant with turquoise eyes? Where is
the enchanted cobra, the alabaster stallion, the ship of fools?”
He had been the first to sail the ship of fools through silent
heavens, or so he had told her on sundry occasions. “The lunatics
on board,” he had said, “were not lunatics at all but mad bowmen
shooting at the moon, and ancient alchemists intent on trans
forming the known into the unknown and back again. For whats
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the difference really? Surely nothing more than another way of
viewing the universe?”
Both before and after his earthly travels, he had spoken fre
quently o f his numerous discoveries and accomplishments. He
had said, in such a way as to believe, that he had scaled the moun
tains o f the moon in a single step. He had dined on the Rings of
Saturn and had traveled to Neptune’s castle on the tail o f a mer
maid who was none other than a pharaoh’s daughter, but which
one he could not remember. “You must have written it down
somewhere, Daughter. Help me find the page.” But before they
could find the journal and the page, the line and the word that
might tell him what he wanted to know he was off once again,
soaring through another heaven, one only recently discovered.
And so it had been during the last decade o f his life. W hile she
clung to anything that seemed remotely stable he was flying over
polar caps, over icebergs o f frozen dreams, over all forgotten
places, lost souls and remembered loves. He told her that he had
visited every corner of the known universe and did not prefer it.
“The unknown,” he said, “ is more to my liking. Daughter, write
that down. N o one should forget.”
As a child she had wondered if her father had been born in one
o f those mysterious places he had visited in his dreams both wak
ing and sleeping. A t times she wondered if he had even been
born at all. O f course, he assured her that he had been, not once
but many times.
“More than can be counted on an abacus, Father?”
“Oh yes, Daughter, many more than that. More than the
grains o f sand on the ocean floor, more than the stars in the mid
night sky.”
Once he said that he had entered the world on the back o f an
alabaster stallion galloping through silver clouds. Another time
it was a swan boat that transported him into this hateful life, and
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even before he had been able to stand and walk about, the heart
less swan lifted her sails and flew away. Then on occasions, both
various and sundry, a certain look had come over him, as if he had
just remembered a thing long forgotten, and with his eyes
focused on a distant horizon, he would tell her that he had been
born on the world’s highest mountain, not Everest, but the for
gotten one, the mountain no one would ever remember, the
mountain that slipped through the fingers of human memory.
He also said that he had been born in a gypsy’s cart rolling
across the Andalusian plains, and that accounted for his incur
able wanderlust as well as hers. He said that he had been born in a
river o f bulrushes, in a stable of lowing cattle, in a closet filled
with fireflies and voices engraved on air. He had been born on the
wings o f a song, on a starfish, and a sinking ship. He had been
born on a harbor fog, on a roller coaster lost at sea, on a Ferris
wheel, a potter’s wheel, a lily pad. He even said that he had been
born on the head o f a pin a trysting place for silver winged
angels, more than he or anyone else had ever seen, more than any
one in their right mind could possibly count.
But sooner or later he would speak o f his original birth, the
only one that truly mattered. “I was born on a ship o f fools,
Daughter. N ot many people know that. One that will continue
circling the globe en route to nowhere.”
For him dreaming had been so easy; for her it had not. She had
had to learn to dream, but for her father, dreaming was as essen
tial as food, water and air; at times more so. W hile they traveled
together he had stepped from star to star. He had chased rain
bows in the dark; he had floated around the world in a bottle that
contained a map that could not be deciphered. But she was
unwilling to give herself to flights o f imagination. She refused to
abandon herself to the unseen world. W hile circling the globe
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she planted her feet firmly on the earth. “After all,” she said,
many years later, “someone had to.”
Many times she had wanted to travel through her father’s
reveries, because they, she suspected, were far more pleasurable
than their earthly adventures. She had wanted to visit those
places he had seen in the sky before the shifting winds blew them
away forever. She had wanted to go with him to the clouded
archery range where mad bowmen shot at the moon, and white
elephants danced on golden balls. She had wanted to sail on a
swan boat, ride a chariot of fire across the heavens and dance on a
shooting star. He had danced on one and said that the surface of
the floor had been impeccable for the elegance of the waltz but
not so good for the tango, which required an entirely different
setting. “One closer to the fires of H ell,” he said, “would be more
appropriate for that dance.” And for that reason alone, Miss
Spellbinder learned to dance the tango. She learned the steps and
all their variations so perfectly she could dance in her sleep as eas
ily as she could dance on the boardwalk with the Argentine pimp
and his blue-nippled whores— but that was long after she had
stopped traveling, after she had buried her father for the last
time, and her own dream had begun.

Three Poems
by Lewis Zachary Cohen

Revelation
I see thousands of turbulent hands,
enormous hands, open or fisted,
armless yet seemingly anchored hands
throw my body, throw your body,
bat every person I have known or seen
up, around, backhand and forehand, toss us
like Lucifer juggling a shower of coals
with ease, with laughter, and with disdain
for the imperfect spheres; and our limbs
flail full circles until we hit ourselves,
kick ourselves, where already the hands have beat us.
Our bodies ascend with mouths pulled open
in O ’s perfectly round, mouths in faces
Baroque and oval, and breathing out words
like an unpronounceable murmur from paintings
discerned with mute understanding. Still,
at the zenith we clutch at air
as if there were feathers floating above
whose slight concavity would cushion our fall if only
our spastic adjustments could control our arms.
I continue to stare with unroving eyes
that smart from vigilance and windborne grit,
with eyes that report the number of bodies
who quit their palsied scratching at sky
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and the few who always struggle. Then
with a blink, with a cleaving shudder
that comes as the comma between faith and fact,
the bodies are revealed as buffeted gnats
and the hands as leaves in the breeze.

C O H E N . T H R E E POEMS

“Mother, there is a rhinoceros in
the garden”
eating your hat. That blind bull trampled
the succulent daisies. What a brute!
I can’t believe he just eats weeds and flowers.
Lice circle the swagged hide.
Fungus lines his cuticles.
Watch out! He is rubbing his snout
on the back o f Miss Cushman’s chair
pumping his outsized shoulders
and crushing Aunt Tilly with his derriere.
How can you laugh at such clumsiness?
He could turn mean any moment
from the slightest misunderstanding.
To and fro, the massive hoofed mammal
shakes an obstinate bird on his horn.
Don’t turn your back! Mother! Oh my God,
here he comes, head lowered, snorting.
Bang! Gored! But Grandma keeps singing
another reason, another season....
and that, doctor, is when I decided to learn love.”
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M y call clangs through an
unlit house
M y call clangs through an unlit house.
Its fallow order empties me
To scour the forest hairline
Dank in night sweat.
Where I find him
Humus cups the platinum torso.
His body bends on my shoulder.
The workshop open, I cut lumber
N ail an ill-fit coffin
Sealing his cabochon head.
I curl by the grave
Hugged in the moon’s white sock;
A raccoon claw
Chalks the headstone.
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That Day
byJo a n H arvey

WHA T E V E R DAY IT WAS THE WHI TE SPANI EL S HOWED

u p , th e on e with the spotty face, the one the yellow dog sniffed
and then tried to ignore but never quite left alone, that was the day,
the tides rushing out, the fish soup lurching in the tureens, both of
us strung out on strangers, that was the day it first began. We were
in old people’s land, these old dead houses by the sea, except that
young folks kept showing up, wearing bad hats, waiting for disas
ter, while we moved edgily, we who were attempting always dislo
cation, watching small sour clouds pour across the sun, the cat was a
sourpuss too, you said. There in front of the old chateau birds cried
and people appeared out of the bushes — no one knew who they
were or where they were going, and the stone tables rested after all
those years of knights and grails and K ing Arthur was now us, with
our white tennis shoes propped nonchalantly upon them. The yel
low dog frantically waved his tail as the white one romped in a
game entirely his own and we spent most of the day in our room,
then late at night I found you sitting by yourself downstairs in a
chair doing nothing and I had the sense that you had been there for
hours, not moving, just waiting for me to show up.
Whatever day it was that huge dragonflies hovered over the dark
ponds and headaches came and went like lightening storms and
screen doors creaked and everyone went off to some comer of the gar
den to get away from everyone else. The day great holes in the ceiling
let the blue pour in and bottles broke open and liquor spilled and ice
cream melted and dribbled in the heat and brassy trumpets blared
and thick Irish girls with their bosoms showing a bit went happily
off to the horse races. Balancing-scales tilted wildly this way and
that and eyeglasses were broken and maps were casually redrawn and
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hair grew and curled and tangled and moss and lichens covered the
rocks making them soft and jewelry was removed and children aban
doned and women got drunk for pleasure’s sake and pleasure was had
and the red roses turned brown at the edges and curled up as if they’d
been burned and it was the last day of all.
Whatever day it was that I was honest for the first time and the
clouds broke into little scrimshaw patterns and the wind blew away
the last traces of our memory. The granite grew harder as I moved
piece by piece toward what stood for nothing, moving like a queen
or a pawn, it made no difference, walking along the depopulated sea
hills, the barren grass flattened in the wind leaving you there already
somewhere else I would never be. The day that all I saw in you was
undone by the thin dry sound of someone old breathing and I kicked
over the sullen eviscerated skeleton of a crab, the white shell empty,
the sand filling everything, suffocating the old stone fountain which
had no more secrets and each thing was set in its place. Your eyes met
mine for an instant and said nothing, as the ceiling fans rattled above
us and expensive chauffeured cars with dark windows and no passen
gers drove up and departed, and everyone wondered why they were
there and why they had no occupation.
Whatever day it was that I found an excuse to call you and beg
you to say only the best things and a strange sea bird swerved in
circles below the sun and I had to speak and respeak the question
while I counted each mile between us twice. The day they began
digging up the sacred burial grounds, sounding out some not
quite formed word, and you sat on the bed looking through a
long telescope, a white flash across the tundra, caribou heading
away in a thin line, their breath marking the cold air. The wire
chairs huddled naked in the grass as I curled up tighter and
tighter in my smoke-blackened blankets and deep down in the
earth a small tremor went unnoticed and outside the window the
two dogs began to howl softly in the broken evening light.
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YienanSong: Dancing from the
Dream State
by C h ristin a G om bar

“I f we seek the real source o f the dance, if we go to nature, we find
that the dance o f the future is the dance o f the past, the dance of
eternity, and has been and will always be the same.”
— Isadora Duncan, “The Dance o f the Future” (19 0 2)
IN A N C I E N T T I M E S , S A Y S T A I W A N - N A T I V E D A N C E R /

choreographer Yienan Song, dance was a sacred ritual to heal the
human body, mind and spirit.
“When you dance, you are making love with G od ,” she says.
“M y most beautiful dancing is done in the dream state.. .and I
can fly ... float, I can make many turns and defy gravity. In Am er
ican Indian, and many other cultures, they speak o f the ‘dream
body’__ When you are in the unconscious dream state, you are
most alive, and when in fact you do awaken, you are less awake—
you are more limited. And for me, sometimes when I awake I
don’t want to come back to the physical world, and so I try to
keep on in that dream state as I begin my daily dance.”
Song is the founder and artistic director o f Ancient of Days Dance
Theater, a modem dance theater nourished by ancient wisdom.
Its philosophy:
Dance and healing are integrated
into oneness, reflecting ancient and modem awareness.
The dance rebirths itself to bridge human’s mental body,
emotional body, physical body, soul body, and other levels of conscious
awareness into wholeness again.
The rite becomes alive when the human heart expands,
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the dance becomes virtuous when a ll levels of existence
integrate into wholeness.
When the w ind blows, the energyflows,
the whole humanity begins to dance
and the whole planet begins to heal.
Song began her dance training at the age o f five, studying both
classical Chinese dance and ballet, and was a principal dancer and
choreographer for a variety o f companies in Taiwan before a
dance scholarship to the California Institute o f the Arts brought
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her to the U.S. in
. After earning her M .F.A., Song moved to
N ew York in
, and founded Ancient of Days Dance Theater the
following year. Thus far, the group has staged eight works. U ti
lizing a wide variety o f disciplines, Song has created a vocabulary
o f movement that transcends cultural and stylistic boundaries.
Song believes that the divine essence which inspires us shows dif
ferent feces in different cultures and times, but comes from one
source. “How we move shows how we communicate with ourselves
and the Source," she says. This awareness has led to an integration of
dance and healing in her life and work. Song praises the natural,
unrestrained movements o f children and animals, “and you see how
freely, how beautifully and gracefully they move.”
Like Isadora Duncan, Song believes she was dancing before she
was born, in her mother’s womb. This woman who is able to
articulate through dance passionate expressions o f strength, sex
uality and sacred power was a self-described scrawny, introverted
child, shunned by her playmates. Dance lessons were begun to
strengthen her weak limbs, and she soon became a star performer
with a succession o f dance companies. Song’s prominent Tai
wanese family disapproved o f her choice o f career— “This profes
sion is almost on the level o f a concubine in the Far East,” she
explains— and expected her to become a doctor or lawyer.
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Song grew up in an atmosphere of war: like other Taiwanese
children, Song was trained to shoot guns and be ever-ready to
defend against invasion from the mainland. Though she loves
Taiwan, she remembers the climate there as “ unhealthy,” with
much o f mainland China’s emigre intelligentsia making a
homogenious population on the small, crowded island. “It put a
constraint on the children, who were expected to bring back all
the honor and glory o f the lost regime.”
After several years o f performing, the damaging strictures,
both mental and physical, of classical dance spawned a spiritual
crisis that sent Song on her journey to America and a scholarship
to study modern dance at the California Institute o f Art in
.
There she learned the choreographic language o f the Martha
Graham school, yet found that this was still not her language.
Slowly she learned to rediscover dance as an expression o f the
soul, a manifestation o f our connection to what she calls the
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“sacred consciousness.”
“This is the connection that the great dancers have all had.
N ijinsky became the roles he played. This was not done from tech
nique. When he was censured for simulating lovemaking against
his lover’s veil in ‘Afternoon o f a Fawn,’ he said, ‘It was not me
who did it, it was the fawn.’”
Dancing in that state is the antithesis o f the, "one,
tw o ... indictated in ballet. “Technicians do the movement,” says
Song. “True dancers are the movement. It’s the difference
between conquering the movement— and being the movement.
When you do that, something changes. I always had that ability
when I was little. But when I trained with the company, I forgot.
"The beauty o f the American Indian way o f religion and dance
is that they make the physical world their dream. I f you see peo
ple who are mentally retarded, or go to a mental institution—
you see these people moving without their defenses. Their body188)
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language is very powerful, because it is direct and uncensored;
you see people rocking and swaying, inner-connected.”
“Some people when they come to my class— if they meditate
very deeply at the beginning, and let go of their conscious minds
and the week’s worries— they can dance very beautifully. You
can’t dance without forgetting. Their body has its own natural
intelligence when you let it take over. And then when they open
their eyes and start looking at other people and being conscious
of people looking at them, the magic is gone.”
Dancing well requires this teaming of the dream-conscious
ness with technique. The danger, says Song, is in becoming
trapped in technique.
“When people connect to the Source, to nature,” she says,
“they create their true dances.” Different cultures she notes, have
developed dances in accordance with their natural environments.
In Hawaii the undulating swaying is that of the surrounding
ocean; in Africa the dance’s low center of gravity and stomping
movement underlines that culture’s deep earth connection; in
the Scottish highlands the native dance is upward-oriented, as if
the dancers wished to rise further still into the atmosphere.
“When you connect with this sacred energy— you can do any
thing,” says Song. “There are yogis who are said to walk on water.
It is not impossible. Water is made of life, we are made of life—
we are one. If with every cell of your body you think like that,
you can do magic. That’s what I mean by a dream body or dream
consciousness— you can become free of the physical reality.”
Music, says Song, helps to awaken your dream body. Both her
classes and staged performances are accompanied by sacred
music, ranging from Christian hymns to classical works to Bud
dhist chants and African, Near Eastern and Far Eastern rhythms.
Song’s classes are held at the Omega Dance Studio, deep in the
crypt of St. John the Divine Cathedral in Morningside Heights.
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Taking her class is far more an experience of spiritual ritual— and
yes, healing— than one of physical instruction. The room is thick
with incense and lit with sacred candles; icons of Christian and
other religious faiths adorn the walls and space, including a giant
wooden cross in the “meditation corner.”
The class in fact begins with a meditation session, as students,
sitting on the floor in a semicircle, are guided by Songs hushed,
soothing— voice to clear their minds, to become conscious of the
various “chakras” or energy centers within the body. As in yoga,
visualization is used to sweep out the extraneous worries of the
mind before the body can begin its sacred rite of dance.
Song leads students in her class with incantations: “We are all
God’s children, and God is light, with every holy breath you take,
this breath becomes your best friend. You can breathe in— anger,
judgement. Or you can breathe in — flower, ocean. If you concen
trate on breathing in light, what happens? You begin to float.”
Her method is the antithesis of classical dance training, which
emphasizes suffering and even punishment. “When you medi
tate,” she says, “visualize a lotus, and then your pelvis is not
being strained and forced apart, as in ballet turnout, but opens
naturally— and all the tissue, bone muscle, joined inside is this
flower opening up. And then you move very beautifully.”
From the state of meditation, students are encouraged to move
spontaneously, in whatever way seems natural. For some this
could mean remaining prone, tapping the earth connection
before beginning their own slow, rhythmic motions. Other stu
dents may stand nearly motionless, evolving a pose which
expresses their inner state more strongly than motion could.
Once students have begun to freely articulate their own lan
guage o f movement, Song begins the technique phase o f the
class, which varies every week. One session might emphasize
feeling the fluidity o f waves in the arms and shoulder joints in
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order to project that effect externally. In another, students prac
tice dramatic Martha Graham-type movements, learning to
smoothly and painlessly sink and rise from the floor, utilizing
visualization.
In the third phase o f the class, students combine these build
ing blocks of technique with their own autonomous instinctive
movements to create their own dances. After taking two or three
classes, one discovers that there is no such thing as a “clum sy”
dancer; the secret to feeling natural and confident on the floor is
simply a matter o f learning to tap into our own unknown store of
power and grace.
One leaves Song’s class transformed— calm, healed, centered,
worries in some inaccessible limbo. Often one is sunk into a state
of deep meditative thought, uninclined to activity, conversation,
doing, serene in a state where simply "being” is enough. Many
students joke that Song’s class— which asks only a
donation
to support the Omega Dance Company, a liturgical dance theater
under the auspices o f the Cathedral— is the cheapest, fastest, and
most effective therapy in N ew York.
Many o f Song’s students, and even some who have performed
with her company, are not professionally trained dancers. Those
who have undergone the strenuous, physically punitive and fre
quently emotionally demoralizing regime o f serious classical
ballet training, she says, have a harder time in her class, because,
“They have more to unlearn.”
It took many years for Song herself to recognize and unlearn
many o f the strictures that had impeded her dancing and the
expression o f her true spirit.
As a girl dancing professionally in Taipei, the traditional dance of
the alluringly painted, yet modest young girl — the concubine per
sona— was a sexual lure that was at first unwitting.
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“When you are young, you don’t realize that this dance has
been structured to lead men on. That is the traditional Chinese
equation— the demure, passive young girl, who is a blank slate
that the old men want to write on. In China, sexuality is all for
the man. That’s why I left Chinese dance. The choreography is
designed to make you a sexual object— you cover your face, you
turn away, you are this beautiful, beautiful girl. After you’re sev
enteen you are too. They teach you subtly this seduction— they
don’t say this word, and you don’t even realize you’re doing it.
Then you get a response from people. These old, hungry men
come backstage after the performance. In America the dancing is
sexually open, and can be threatening to men. In China it’s all
beautiful— not threatening. But this is a lie.”
Dance, says Song, must incorporate the complicated, darker pas
sions as well as the surface beauty o f life. She likewise finds fault
with some of the “new age” philosophy which first attracted her
when she moved to California. “Too many of these people are look
ing for peace through illusion,” Song says. “These people want to be
in heaven so bad, but they don’t want to prepare. You must go to
hell and realize— this is an illusion, it is not scary. In Buddhist reli
gion, the kingdom o f hell is also very beautiful— there is not so
much the separation, there is the duality, the light and dark are
interrelated. That is what’s wrong with some o f the new agers, they
are looking for only light without learning from the dark.”
Similarly, viewing Song’s staged performances, like taking her
class, is an intense experience o f both; one is moved at a deep,
almost unconscious level.
W hile open to interpretation, the dances are generally repre
sentative o f a theme or story. One Ancient o f Days dance,
“Daughters & Sons From the Atlantis,” derived from the Greek
myth, lovingly evokes the rhythms o f the tides through the
dancers’ circular, repetitive, push-and- pull movements. Danc
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ing in alternating trios of men and women, company members
surge back and forth like waves. Throughout, the dancers’ body
language brings to mind the somnambulism o f sleep, the state o f
dreams, and the effect on the audience is soothing and serene.
“Weavers o f Tim e” seems to begin in a pre-historic state, a
world in darkness as in the Old Testament. In depicting a
panoramic evolution o f civilization, Song fully integrates her
many disciplines, making effective use o f the distinctive poses of
Eastern dance. Conversely to the aims of classical ballet, which
seeks to create the illusion o f freedom from gravity, company
dancers seem to draw their energy from the earth. The dance suc
ceeds best when consciousness predominates; a segment called
“cycles” effectively communicates the depths o f human despair
in times o f war through direct emotional essence, rather than the
technique o f the dancers’ movements.
But it is when Song herself takes center stage in her solo
dances, however, that one sees the real fruition o f her creative and
spiritual philosophy. In “When Passions Were Born,” Song has
created a solo Dance o f the Seven Veils, each veil symbolic o f a
stage in the world’s and a woman’s life history. Backed by the
rhythms o f Eastern, Celtic and dark African percussive rhythms,
the dance is striking for its fusion o f sexual and sacred power.
Anger, lust, rebellion, and jealousy are raw emotions, structured
into a powerful dance performed by Song, clad in film y translu
cent yellow as she snakes across the stage with a seemingly super
natural fluidity o f movement.
From the most slowly deliberating walk to the most dervishlike leaps and whirls, every move the dancer makes proclaims her
status as a master o f classic and ethnic dances. Yet it is not the
technique, but the fresh, truthful authority of the dance that
stays with one at the end o f the performance. One has the sense
that Song has succeeded in putting across the full force and
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complexity o f experience and power in a way that popular artists
claim to, but seldom in fact do. Yes, you think, this is what
Madonna and flash dancers and all the rest think they are.
Viewing her dance, it is easy to understand why Song has been
called a shaman— a term she is uncomfortable with. Yet since she
was a child, audiences have attested to the healing power o f her
work. The key to this healing is the word she keeps repeating to
her students in class— “connected, connected.”
“You connect to the earth, this energy can be tapped naturally.
This is nothing new. Our ancestors did this all the time. You turn
like the stars, you connect with the environment and celebrate
being part o f it. You are a being o f life and love, as everyone is.”
“ Dance is originally a way to use your body to communicate
with the Creator. A ll dance and theater come from these early
tribal rituals. But today people crave the external, the “ hot”
external sexual power, rather than the truth. The pure communi
cation, which is most important, is lost, disconnected from the
Source. The egos o f those involved in performance— director,
choreographer, dancer— get in the way. For me it took many
years for the dancer ego to die, for the choreographer also. Now
when I dance, it is not to show off technique, but to share. I
always dance from my soul. When I create my own dance, I don’t
think so much about form, but about my consciousness. Some
times I dive very deep, into my whole life to retrieve a pearl to
give to the audience.”
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TEXT t o : w e a v e r s o f t i m e , a g r o u p p r o d u c t io n s t a g e d
AT THE OHIO THEATER IN SOHO, DECEMBER 1 9 9 4

The earth you see
is not ordinary earth ...
It is the ashes, bones, blood and flesh
of our ancestors,
You must dig deep beneath the surface
to find the real Earth ...
Do you ever listen to the message
carried by the winds?
When the winds change,
many transient realities change too.
Each grain o f sand bears witness
to each and every shift.
The truth lies within.
W hat seems to be buried
will come back to life again.
When the winds blow,
the ancestors sing,
you and I begin to dance
and all these stories
will be retold again ...

GOMBAR • YIENAN SONG
TEXT TO “WHEN PASSIONS WERE BORN” , STAGED AT WASH
INGTON SQUARE CHURCH IN NOVEMBER 1 9 9 3

* You and I were there
Actually we were the ones who gave birth
to the passions...
With our deepest understanding,
our highest vision and vulnerabilities,
we decided to travel with our passions
through humanity * * *
* It is a dramatic journey, but we love it.
Passions have much Wisdom and love,
but they don’t speak rational language
often enough.
Sometimes it causes misunderstanding,
but misunderstanding could be a gateway
into liberation.
* The colors, rhythms and formless forms o f
passions bring much inspiration
into this journey.
Most o f the time passions do not like routine,
but they dance with routine gracefully,
with compassion.
Once in a while, passions get bored easily,
but they always find something new
to change the realities.
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* Passions love Adventure, Truth and Freedom,
and always challenge the Freedom
to find its higher truth
Sometimes they change their identities
to play with each other.....
Attraction turns into doubt,
love turns into hate,
patience turns into an ger...
laughter and tears...
clarity and blindness...
veiling and u nveiling...
They love to play out drama
to bring the unconscious humanness
into awareness
* Sometimes passions are too naughty. We don’t know what to
do, so we tell them to go to sleep.
Very often they pretend that they are asleep and continue to
play tricks on us in our dream time, until we acknowledge
the true meaning o f their drama and align ourselves with
higher truth
* A t this moment, Passions whisper to me that higher... deep
er ... better... w orse...
are all illusions, which are veiled truth.
There are no words to define Truth. You and I know it,
ever since the very beginning
When the passions were born.

In The Cemetery
by Estba Weiner
Did she know that marble
like the marble o f her Carrara
dining table
would be her grave stone
and her husband s?
That similar surfaces from
the house o f dreams
she had created
with velvet draperies
to keep out life
would create the flat marker
o f her death?
Perhaps she knew
and she feels Anally safe:
safe from the childhood
that knew only homes o f
aunts and uncles
some kinder than others
safe from the house o f dreams from
the dream o f a husband
who could not save her
safe from the children she grasped onto and,
o f course, lost,
safe from the rage
that became the disease
that ate up her body
and brought her
here,
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under the gravestone
created from marble
in muted colors,
always her choice,
except for the
purple
in the two chairs
I took
from her house o f dreams.

Ichthyosaurs

by ChristineJapely

WE ARE ON A BOAT, A HUGE SHIP. IT IS COM PLETELY

m ad e o f wood, it has lavishly high masts, it is one o f the tall
ships. The boat is populated with women, only women. Where
are the men and children? That is unclear. We are sailing west
ward toward the lands known as the Americas, but we do not use
this name at the moment. We are closer to the western shore now
than to the continent o f Europe far behind, lost in the wake.
We face westwards, and some of us can imagine that we smell
land. But then our peripheral vision catches a streak o f light, our
attention is arrested and we swivel our heads back, we peer behind
us far to the east and slightly south. We turn completely and stare
intently rearward, trying to keep our vision up and away from the
hypnotic swirl o f parted water in our ships wake. We make out
mushroom clouds and flashes o f red and purple and gold, and soon
we can discern rivulets of lava which seem to be descending from
the heavens. Our on-board geographer tells us that it is the lands of
the eastern Mediterranean going up in flames. Our on-board physi
cist posits the opinion that there will be a ripple effect, an actualiza
tion o f the domino theory. Our on-board chemist hazards the
notion that something noxious is raining down on us, right here,
right now in a fine, barely observable mist.
In horror we watch the sky surrounding us turn slowly from
crystal blue to a hazy green and then gray. Our vessel lurches. We
peer aft; we can no longer see any light at all much less the cloud
play and metallic-seeming rain over Europe. We turn and try to
peer westward, onward. A fear has long gripped everyone and
now some of us become panic stricken while others are overcome
with the debilitating weariness o f despair. It is clear that devasta
tion is nigh.
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One o f our stalwart leaders makes bold forays back and forth
on the now sickeningly listing ship; she pairs howling, shrieking
women with mute women who have turned inward. “Adrenaline
will save us,” shouts our leader. “One adrenaline flow per couple.
Despair will give way to action: remember this.” She makes a
mistake when she gets to me, for I am standing catatonic while
inside I ’m a pent-up typhoon o f emotion. (I want to live through
this! I want to live!) She sees only the immobility and thus pairs
me with a middle-aged blonde woman, a beauty, slight and deli
cate and screaming with horror into the wind.
The choppy sea has grown even more frenetically angry. The
stalwart leader pushes the slight blonde into my arms; we collide
and grip each other in the chest-to-chest life-hold that we have
practiced so often. Then we peer into each others face. We recog
nize one other; it is a miracle! We worked together in the distant
past, teaching weaving in a Spanish shore town. We smile at each
other and tighten our grip as the rocking of the ship worsens.
“Swordfish,” calls the deep voice o f another o f our leaders.
“Swordfish.” It becomes a chant. “Swordfish. The swordfish have
begun. A ll eyes open, all arms ready.” We peer upward and
through the gray we can decipher immense sea creatures with
glim m ering lancet noses diving completely over our ship,
squinting down at us briefly with dead plunderous eyes. We have
been lectured on the possibility o f such an attack but in the terror
o f the moment and the sheer brilliance o f the leaping huge fish
we are frozen. The fish seem to communicate by sonar, by radar,
for suddenly they begin diving suicidally into our ship, spearing
it with their sharp proboscides, increasing the listing and tearing
open gaping holes. We are sinking apace.
I cannot remember the name o f my comrade, my fellow
weaver, but my arms are clamped around her neck. “N o, no, arms
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around the back,” she calls into my ear, and we grasp each other
in the survival hold that will keep us together and afloat.
Our ship is going down, down. Women all around us are wail
ing and screaming and being ripped apart by the sea’s demolition
of the ship and by the action o f the swordfish. I have forgotten if
we are supposed to close our eyes or keep them open. I am
relieved that we cannot see blood; the gray storm swirl makes
visibility nil.
“Pray,” my partner shouts to me, “pray that the wood doesn’t
hit and kill us.” An immense eddy sweeps us up from the boat for
a moment and then tosses us downward. We crash into part of
the deck but before we can feel the full thrust o f the fall we are
swept upward and away again in a soft but icy pillow o f water
and we are thrown into the sea. We keep our arms around each
other; our intense training has paid off.
The swordfish are everywhere now spearing and swallowing
women. I shut my eyes, blocking out the assault o f saline and
broken body parts. We ride the waves, the crashing forces; we try
to become indistinguishable from the foam. We keep only one
thing in mind and that is maintaining our grip on each other. In
my partner’s grip I feel a positive force, an optimistic communi
cation, and I realize that she is pleased that we are being pushed
west, shoreward. There is the glim m ering o f hope; this will keep
us alive for a while longer at least. We try to will ourselves west
ward. Sometimes the water pushes us down into the depths and
we open our eyes for brief seconds to take in some o f the phospho
rescent sub-reality studded with peculiar sea creatures. A t other
times the water pushes us back up into the air and we splutter for
breath. There are assorted other women floating and bobbing
around us, but finally we see fewer and fewer as we are all dissi
pated, diluted out into the ocean.
For escape I try to remember my partner’s name, I bask in the
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delight o f the coincidence. I try to feel happy because happiness
is a seemly way to meet death, but then I reproach m yself for this
momentary resignation, and I again concentrate on fighting
the sea.
Time passes, the light changes. It seems that my comrade and
I are in the water for weeks. Oddly, we do not feel cold, but if we
were alone we would have frozen long ago. We squeeze each oth
er and send mind messages. By certain squeezes we can even
sleep in turns, brief three minute naps or perhaps three hours.
Revivifying. We develop a language o f pressures: Y E S, we’re
being pushed westward, Y E S, the smell o f land is clear even in
the water, and Y E S the sea creatures are smaller here and some o f
them seem to possess rudimentary legs.
Slowly my mind opens out and becomes used to our plight. I
remember my comrade’s name. Donna. I remember that she was a
painter from Japan, a person unable to find work in Spain except as
a weaver. I remember that I had to teach her weaving quickly and
under cover of darkness so that the Spanish authorities wouldn’t
pick up on her lack o f qualifications. I remember that her weaving
ability soon surpassed mine, and that I became her assistant. I was
happy in this role until I grew weary o f weaving, and I tried to talk
her into opening a small art cinema. We make an excellent team, I
told her then, oh so many years back. She was older than I was, she
had a calm wisdom, a gentle acceptance o f things while I had passed
my first youth but was still embroiled in childish angst. When we
were denied further allotments o f a crimson fiber that I had grown
to cherish, I was dejected for weeks. World capitalism reigned but
still there were so many shortages! Still there were so many regula
tions, and rationing was universal. Donna didn’t let any o f this
bother her. She laughed and said, we’ll use pink, we’ll simply use
pink. Grievances grew on me, stuck to my heart like barnacles. Not
to hers. She was carefree, chipper, blazingly optimistic always. I
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loved her and wanted to be her, but because I knew that was impos
sible I tried to steel-hoop her to me. We can build some sort of small
empire, I told her. She smiled at me fondly but gave me a dismissive
wave. She was still enthralled with weaving. Even a few men, young
and progressive types, would come to her classes occasionally. I
wanted to continue on as her assistant but in another field, anything
unrelated to fabrics. But she got another job, a better position in
one o f the Scandinavian countries. She was invited there to be the
royal weaver, the creator of soft pastel blankets and shawls for the
royal infants and ladies. “You know, you could think about heading
north, too,” she said to me as she boarded a transcontinental
express, and I lost track of her.
I remember all this slowly and in bits and pieces as we swirl
together in the sea. It doesn’t sound likely, it seems more proba
ble that one would remember all this in a rush, bur surviving in
the ocean means conserving every tiny atom o f energy, and that
includes mental energy such as scanning the contents o f memory
banks. Still, we have grown used to riding the water together and
we have perfected our language o f presses. We communicate to
each other our shared sense o f luck at being thrown together.
The sea grows especially turgid and land is nigh. We brace for
new dangers. We try to remember why we have been heading
westward. Sadly, any conception o f the reason has been obliterat
ed from our understanding or perhaps we have never known. We
can’t even recall if we were prisoners on that ship or refugees or
explorers or ambassadorial artisans.
And then we are thrown upon land.
I wake up in a cornfield; my mouth is full o f pebbles and for
some reason they nudge me into consciousness. I open my mouth
and let the pebbles drop onto the soil next to me. They’re not
pebbles at all, they’re glistening pearls, broken bits o f my teeth. I
sit up, palpate my arms and legs for injury and then look around
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me. I am alone. The final thrust o f the ocean divided us. My intu
ition tells me I w ill find Donna again, but I immediately suspect
that my mind is playing a survival game, feeding me on hope. I
stare at the tall corn. Corn, just corn. W here am I?
It is a dusky time o f day, but I can’t quite ascertain if it is
morning or evening. The sun doesn’t seem to be coming from
any clear direction. There is something askew about the sky, and
staring upwards disorients me; I almost fall over. I grab a stalk of
corn and quickly shuck it and eat it; my remaining teeth are
jagged and make quick work o f it. Then I get up and begin to
walk. The air is warm; I am still clad in the leather dress I put on
so many millennia ago. I walk and walk. Finally in the distance I
see the red glow o f a fire. I walk toward it but am kept back by a
fence, a running structure o f slim reeds. I stop at the edge o f the
fence and peer toward the flames.
There is a group o f people, strangely foreign-looking creatures
clad in leather. W ith a shock I gaze at the men o f the group. I had
almost forgotten the existence o f men. Both sexes are dressed
alike and both seem to be engaged in preparing a meal. The food
smells don’t tempt me; my shrunken stomach has been wellfilled by the corn. I stand and watch the domestic scene for quite
a while, trying to catch snippets o f the language. A ll I can hear
are occasional high notes and then once or twice a baritone throb.
A t last I turn away, anxiety in my heart. W ill I find Donna? I
plod onward. W ill I have to communicate with these foreign
people, these unknown members o f what appears to be my
species? I walk and walk and try to gather courage. The work in
front o f me, the building o f a new life, seems daunting and per
haps impossible. I walk and try to find again that cornfield, but
everything around me looks new and untouched.
I continue walking and try to proceed in a straight line. The light
is fading and I begin to grow tired. A rest place for the night must
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be found. W hy didn’t I grab more com when I had the chance? The
shadows are growing longer, and so I stop between two trees. There
is a soft, protected area just underneath them, I drop down and hug
myself. I scratch my upper arm and notice the sleeve of my dress. It
no longer merely loosely covers my arm; it is affixed to it. I look
down at my chest, my thighs. Somehow the thrashing ocean caused
the dress to meld upon my skin.
Light wakes me and I sit up. The glow in the sky is seamless;
again I can’t determine east from west. There is no moss here, and I
can’t remember other compass substitutes. I curse my lack of practi
cal knowledge. However, I maintain my faith in intuition; I get up
and continue walking. Motion will engender progress. I wonder
about the fate of the other women. I want to find Donna, we can
keep each other alive, she can tell me of her adventures in the royal
court amid the icy blondes. Something makes me halt suddenly.
Something in my mind. I stand and pay attention to the thought.
That fence. The way the reeds were woven. It didn’t make sense. It
wasn’t strong, it wasn’t lasting. This is something, I think to
myself This is something I can offer. I turn and head back. I pray
briefly. Our leaders taught us that prayer is useful. I pray that I will
be able to find that fence, that fire.
I become dizzy with deja vu near one particular stand o f trees
and so I stop and try to clear my head. Have I been walking in
circles? And then I notice that the grass is matted down here, the
low-growing shrubs have been recently disturbed. Oh, yes, I’ve
been here, there’s the corn. I rush toward the six foot stalks but to
my great disappointment the ears are all gone; someone has been
here and harvested them. I sit down and weep, my face in my
hands, salt water dripping through my fingers and onto the
ground. Perhaps I am not welcome in this strange western land.
This is the spot where the ocean tossed me, and I suddenly
remember that this is where I spit out my broken teeth. I go and
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search for them. They are gone too, but in the spot I dropped
them a small bush has sprung up, a bush with star-shaped fuchsia
blossoms with tiny aqua pods in the middle. The blossoms are so
very lovely that I stare at them, drink them in; they have
befriended me. I sleep briefly next to my flowers and then I wake
up with a start and continue walking, not giving the blossoms a
backward glance. I know something o f the tricks of the gods.
Hours pass. I walk and walk. And then I think I begin to rec
ognize various bushes and meadows and then, yes, I come upon
the fence. There is no one here now, no group of people around
the fire. I curse myself, I curse my tim idity in not approaching
those beings the day before. I had been too fearful to wager, to
risk, and now I may have lost everything. But there’s the fence. I
look at it closely. Yes, very poorly constructed, yes, an incompe
tent manipulation o f that particular type o f reed. I drop to my
knees and find loose reed ends; I pull them and begin a new
weaving process. I open my eyes more and notice that the materi
al is all around me, I rest back on my heels and work quickly,
rocking a little, over and under, in and out. The work is smooth
and satisfying and restful and unending. I weave and weave and
find that it helps dissipate my anxiety, it gives me respite from
what I assume is my near future death o f starvation or attack by
wild beast or sudden cataclysmic weather change. I even find
myself chuckling, chuckling at some old joke lodged deep in my
memory banks, some joke that Donna and I shared about cir
cumventing the weaving regulations.
I continue working and my emotions flow smoothly between
peaks and valleys. Too soon I will have to stop this and journey
onward seeking other possible survivors and vestiges of my old life.
In the meantime I just weave. If Donna chances to see this she will
recognize the pattern. After a while I find that hunger is disturbing
my smooth productive flow. I look up to find that the light has
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changed again, pinkish shafts cut through the blue. The sky is love
ly but meaningless. Food. I am timid about actually climbing over
the fence and inspecting the fire site, I fear being nabbed as an
intruder. But I overcome these hesitations and hop the fence and
make my way to the scorched spot. I root around like a dazed squir
rel. There is nothing. There are only the remains o f burnt wood.
There are foot prints in the dry earth. I squat down and peer at the
prints and trace them with my finger. I inhale deeply and then
stand and shout out: “Anybody! Anybody!”
The echo o f my voice returns to me, the screech o f a macaw.
There is a small bitter kernel in my heart. I w ill have to control
its growth. I remind m yself o f the existence o f the star-shaped
fuchsia blossoms, and I return to my weaving task. 1 smile at how
little I ’ve done and at how vastly the fence stretches northward.
Northward? How do I know that? There are no known indica
tors. But it is northward. That is the direction in which I am
working. I sit back on my ankles and continue.
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Unfinished Business
by Errol Miller
Ju st seven steps
away from the sea, at first.
(Steps, steps, steps, steps, steps, steps, steps)
Logic says you guard your backside.
(You can still scratch your ass)
W ho shot up
is certainly out o f order here, I am only
a Junkie o f Words, talking, with the sea in my mouth.
And I don’t need a light for anything, like the story
was amazingly right on, Cisco, once upon a time.
I can no longer, however, carry things.
Like rubber-tree plants or the heavy weight of history.
N or the deaths of neighbors, loved ones, just plain folks.
I suppose Europe is living well, and now we
have properly celebrated D-Day.
W hat business is it of mine
to stay up late and watch The News! But I do.
I watch stem faces delivering goods, obedient to
their slots o f time. From one person the world
passes in review. The seven seas were
elsewhere, Rocking & Rolling.
Well it is not 2000 yet.
But we the country boys have eaten too much dirt.
Like walking on a land mine, those damn hogs,
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fatty tissues from agriculture o f the Forties.
Pig-tits draining mucus in our hearts.
I got no sympathy
for settling up now, no plastic breasts
or ladies firming up their butts.
Other brothers have already collapsed
into their cedar hideaways.
Beware, my friend, o f tomorrow.
We have seed in our mouth, too.
Everyone is sprawled out here, waiting in
residential states. (More than politics o f madness,
more than left or right, no earthly thing
can save us.) Except for the stirring
o f the waters, the beauty o f the Wishing Well, turning
to a young man an old woman stroked his face.
The beam o f the projector played on and on and on.
I returned to my house and wept.
For soon I shall go to the place
where the whole world spins madly out o f control.
Without my car or dinner jacket, without Sasha.
Without a chance, O the muddy angels must be excited,
and there is a ladder leading up to Paradise
and there are no short cuts anywhere...
Useful tools, the anger stamped
upon the foreheads o f the tenants, ripe figs
simmer over on Lilac Street: wreckers dragging
old-worn-out cars along, and white mourning-doves
are everywhere, trespassing their beautiful
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music among the diesel fumes.
Soon the autos are hauled away.
Galena, in the distance.
A fair city of magical moments, come
Christmas I can imagine a multitude of colored lights.
Distance, of no consequence, plowing these memories
back into the red-clay soil of Dixie, tricks
of the trade, I love the man who
lives in my body, the man who
came from the borderlands
and fought the poetry-wars.
Include my name in a high-up Order of Things
in an Empire flying high, I believe in
the green of the grass and cycles.
Words and numerals, garlands, articulate villages
of The Damned, abandoned men and women
begging for a ride. This summer
is only a paper moment,
a dull season
of splendid splendor slipping into gold.
And poetry has become my common bond,
my common bread, dear sweet Brothers & Sisters
of the Southside, some of you wholly in limbo,
creation has dragged you through the waters,
given you fish for supper, here, on
this Alluvial Coastal Plain, I
am hanging on to literature,
to latitude and longitude, on
the bridge leading out of Morgan City,
criss-crossing the planet like a Kerouac character.
The tides are in, the tides are out, and the poem
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is almost finished, and I am always in flight,
stacking my papers at the gate of a rather
unparalleled pick-up place, moonlight
is in my blood, pain in my heart,
and in the darkness the spoken
word is here and there
and everywhere.
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How We Met

byJaques Servin

WHAT A WONDERFUL, BEAUTIFUL, EXCELLENT MACHINE,
THE BALLOON!”
— GONDOLFIER

WE W E N T ABOUT AS IF IN A DAZE, AS IF THE WHOLE

world were a fuzzy bowl. Were we, in fact, in a daze? It seems
unlikely. But the result was the same, and it was cruel.
Bump! we went, bump! People, disconcerted by the collisions,
would give the cold shoulder, regardless o f any other factors.
Dogs, yelping, would speed away into the night, supposing us to
be vampires or bandits or cruel robbers. And we, alone, would
stand unawares, hearing many sounds, understanding nothing.
That, then, was how we met Rodolf Gondolfier, a balloonist.
On the first night before the spring equinox, just when things
start getting happy in the households, the man, seeing our state,
came up and gave us each in turn a live child to care for. Assum
ing, it would seem, that a sense o f importance would be born of
the responsibility. In this he was typical, so far; in the belief that
we lacked a sense o f importance. Very well, a fuzziness exited, we
were out o f the realms, but were we out o f a ll realms? Was it truly
the end, this blocking-out o f our palaver from the streams of
Man? Assumptions made, admittedly, hastily. Yet who can for
give the insensitivity of the healthy?
Back to Gondolfier. This man, despite his careless assumption,
was unique in the effusiveness o f his manner. Live children were
contraband at the time, a certain danger lurked in the air. But
bring he did, and before we knew it, why there were a good passel o f runts assembled before our bodies. We named them,
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though they already had names: this was to instill a true sense o f
proprietorship. We named them Candy and Jo el and Rubicon
and Flo and Cherished and Sidney and Frangie and Pretzie. A t
the end o f the naming, which took place on a roof, we had cook
ies and fruit, and some o f us offered some to the children in the
first gestures o f protection— this although no formal introduc
tion to the art o f puericulture had yet been given us by this man,
Rodolf Gondolfier. That he intended to show us the ropes was
evident, but as yet he was silent.
The truth o f the matter is this: he was, in a limited respect,
irresponsible. He did not live up to this promise o f instruction,
he did not even mention it again during his entire benefit stay.
W hich meant that it was all up to us. N ow do you know what?
Have you been paying attention? I f so, you w ill have noticed that
some o f us had already started on our parenting there on the roof.
W ell, those few were in advance o f the rest o f us. Head start.
There was nothing to be done, we sprinted out from the void we
were in and accomplished things ourselves as well: a fruit here, a
chuck roast here, everything was soon in order.
Frangie died. He was the first. Someone noticed that we had
named him after the adjective “frangible’*and said that perhaps this
was the cause o f his demise; the rest o f us pooh-poohed the sugges
tion. He died, we thought, from a lack o f vegetables: vegetables, it
was obvious, were lacking in sufficient quantity to supply necessary
vitamins and minerals. We purchased vegetables. With the chucks
and the fruits and now the vegetables, we could count on healthy
and immortal (from our point o f view) kids.
It wasn’t interesting, however. Rubicon, fourteen, would often
amuse us with his parlor tricks, with his handstands and
footswings and headlips, but he was the only skilled among
diem. And o f his tricks we soon tired. They paled, his tricks. So
we ordered new ones. And when he told us in that mincing voice
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o f his that he knew no more but that he could (and here we
detected a wink) find some at the library, we suspected infidelity
and a wish to go forth into the world. But was he not a gift? He
didn’t know our force. We attached our Rubicon to the statue of
Goliath hard by the refectory, Goliath with pan flutes, and left
him overnight. In the morning he was gone, abducted. It was
normal, we said, and we were disconsolate a good long time, so
we cared extra joyously for the rest.
But they can do little. One little girl can read, and she reads us
stories; one little boy can swim and he splashes us with water
when we need to be clean; one child has a horse-laugh that can
furnish joy at times.
But in truth we are chopfallen. Our slough o f despond cannot
be masked, our gloom is not contrivance. We are alone, these
children tell us, we are alone alone alone.
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JAQUES s e r v in appears to have vanished, along with Rodolf Fon-

dolfier, the balloonist in his cautionary tale.
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